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This dissertation sought to produce and empirically test a theoretical model for the
literacy construct of print concepts that would take into account the unique affordances of
digital picture books for emergent readers. The author used an exploratory study of
twenty randomly selected digital story applications to identify print conventions, text
features and book handling methods present across digital picture books which were then
mapped against the traditional paper reading experience. Combining study results with
existing research in the reading literature, a structural model of digital print concepts as a
second order measurement model accounting for five factors of concept of words,
directionality, non-alphabetic sign systems, navigation and interactivity was proposed.
Next, a static digital story assessment written to parallel Clay’s Concepts About Print
instrument was coupled with dynamic assessment for all items addressing novel
affordances. This Digital Print Concepts (DPC) assessment was administered to 122
kindergarten students, and dynamic assessment was found to play a role improving
student task performance in the short term. The originally proposed theoretical model of
digital print concepts did not describe the data well, with item factor analysis revealing
that the best fitting model was a freely correlated three-factor model of sign systems,
navigation and interactivity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Print concepts broadly construed, are the understandings a child has about how a
written text works and the meanings it carries. Researcher Marie Clay, who first proposed
the term concepts about print in 1972 to describe this body of knowledge, later provided
a useful analogy when she described it as the “rules of the road” for reading (Clay, 2000).
Such a traffic metaphor suggests that to successfully travel to a particular destination, it is
not enough to be able to drive the car. One must also have a solid understanding of the
environment in which the car is being driven. Driving on the wrong side of the road,
turning in the wrong direction, or failing to heed traffic signals can have disastrous
effects on the journey. So too, successful reading requires knowledge of such things as
how to hold the book, which way to turn the pages, distinguishing between individual
words and the order in which to read them, and heeding the punctuation that appears
along the way.
Recognition of this general conceptualization of concepts about print has endured
now for more than 40 years, during which time children have continued to open printed
books and learn to navigate them. As Snow, Burns & Griffin (1998) pointed out,
Visual word recognition can flourish only when children displace the belief that
print is like pictures with the insight that written words are comprised of letters
that, in turn, map speech to sounds. Even as children begin to learn about
spellings, they must also develop more sophisticated understandings of the forces
beyond pictures and individual words that direct text meaning. These include, for
example, the nature of a word, sentence, paragraph, and text structures and the
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sort of thinking and devices that hold them all together. Whereas each such type
of learning depends on experience and exploration, it must also depend on certain
conceptual insights. (p. 45)
As research findings have influenced practice in early childhood classrooms,
assessing a child’s concepts of print has remained on the list of common assessments
often given to kindergarten students (Paris & Hoffman, 2004). This assessment is usually
situated as a shared storybook reading, so the assessment process looks very much like
the authentic task of handling books in the classroom, thus the assessment results have
traditionally provided teachers with information suited for instructional decision-making.
The current need for such decision-making is implicit in the inclusion of print concepts as
a distinct category of the Common Core State Standards for U.S. kindergarten students
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2012).
However, as the “books” being viewed by young children are starting to appear
on handheld mobile devices, it is quite possible that such instructional decisions for
addressing missing or incomplete print concepts will become based on inadequate,
potentially even misleading, information. In many ways, it may appear to the casual
observer that the reading experience with digital print is no different. Pictures and words
still work to tell a story, words form sentences, and are read from left to right. However,
on a mobile digital device such as an electronic book (e-book) reader like the Kindle or
the Nook, moving forward in the story cannot be accomplished by simply turning a
physical page. When using a smartphone or tablet to read with a digital story application,
illustrations may suddenly spring to life and encourage the user to touch them or a
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narration may begin, reading the text aloud. In assessing only paper-based print concepts,
results may lack what has been called “life validity” because we fail to assess the
authentic digital literacy practices of the child’s life outside of school (Mills, 2010, p.
262).
The Problem
The rapid advances in technology within the last two decades have generated an
increasing number of options for reading children’s stories in portable formats beyond the
ink-and-paper tradition. Specific to early literacy development, mobile devices for
reading are available to children today in the form of smart phones, e-book readers, and
tablets, and a recent large-scale study found that up to half of U.S. children aged 8 or
younger have one or more of these digital devices in their own home (Common Sense
Media & Rideout, V., 2011). While the amount of time spent using such devices for
reading was reported to be small in comparison to television, The Cooney Foundation at
Sesame Workshop conducted a recent analysis of young children’s historical media usage
habits in which the authors stated, “The data paint a picture of a generation whose early
years are studded with gadgets and of media technologies that are rapidly integrating into
daily life across the income spectrum.” (Gutnick, A.L., Robb, M., Takeuchi, L., & Kotler,
J., 2011, p.14).
The need to recognize the interrelationship between reading literacies and
technology has been identified and discussed by many researchers (Lankshear & Knobel,
2003, Labbo, 2006, Mills, 2010, Harris, 2010) and well-stated by Karchmer, Mallette and
Leu that, “new technologies transform the very nature of literacy, requiring new skills,
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strategies, and insights to read, write and communicate that transcend those required to be
literate with traditional book literacies.” (2003, p. 177).
To return to Clay’s analogy, it is not enough then, for children to understand the
“rules of the road” for paper books. Technological advances in mobile reading devices
suggest that research is needed to first update the driver’s manual, and then to have
students pass a new kind of driving test to help them become competent on the digital
streets of literacy.
Within the last few years, large professional organizations in the fields of literacy,
early childhood and technology education have released position statements that reading
skills are needed for both print and digital environments (International Society for
Technology in Education, 2007, International Reading Association, 2009, National
Association for the Education of Young Children, 2012). More specific to the discussion
of emergent readers, a call for the analysis of digital print concepts has gone out
(Merchant, 2008, Plowman & Stephen, 2003, Karchmer, Mallette & Leu, 2003,
McKenna, Labbo, Conradi & Baxter, 2003) but is still in need of answers grounded in
research.
Purpose of This Study
This dissertation had two aims. The first was to address the ways in which the
literature’s conceptualization of print concepts needed to be modernized to reflect the
advances in mobile digital technologies that have become available for reading. In
Chapter 3, I have presented a theoretical model for digital print concepts situated within
existing emergent literacy theory. Next, I developed a measurement tool based on this
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theoretical model, the Digital Print Concepts assessment (DPC) which was later
empirically tested by applying confirmatory item factor analysis. The development of the
DPC instrument, its validation by a panel of literacy experts, and the pilot study which
was used to refine it, are presented in Chapter 4.
The second aim of this dissertation was to uncover answers to three questions:
1. Which of the identified digital print concepts appear to be more readily acquired
by emergent readers?
2.

How might these digital print concepts correlate with a child’s acquisition of
paper print concepts?

3.

In what ways might the use of quick, direct instruction during the assessment
process raise student performance on digital print tasks performed a short time
later?

Definition of Terms
emergent reader: a young child who holds some amount of knowledge about how
reading works, but is not yet an independent reader. In this study, all child research was
conducted with kindergarten students who were still learning the various skills required
to read independently and fluently.
mobile digital reading device: a small, portable computerized device on which a child
can view narrative stories. Examples of these devices include smart phones, electronic
book readers such as the Kindle and Nook, and tablets such as the iPad and Android. In
this study, all child research was conducted using an iPad 2 which included a touchscreen
and sound capabilities.
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digital print concepts: those understandings a reader has about what constitutes digital
print, how it works, and the varying affordances it can offer
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature reviewed in this chapter demonstrates that potential issues regarding
the intersection of print concepts and digital reading environments have begun to be
recognized by experts across the fields of early childhood, literacy studies, and new
literacies. While only a small amount of research has yet been published regarding what
might be called digital print concepts, this dissertation utilized the underpinnings of the
larger body of work discussed in this chapter to both develop a theoretical model for a
construct of digital print concepts and to subsequently design and empirically test a
dynamic assessment of the construct.
Print concepts
As mentioned in Chapter 1, print concepts has repeatedly been found to be a
moderate indicator of early literacy success, thus measurement of this construct has been
of interest to literacy researchers. In what was intended to be one component in a larger
battery of tests that could be given to emerging and developing readers, Clay developed a
Concepts About Print (CAP) assessment (1972) to determine those aspects of the print
environment to which a child was attending, and by default those to which he or she was
not. Situated as a shared book reading experience, the assessment determined if a child
could hold the book and manipulate the pages, identify where to start reading and track
print with increasing accuracy, recognize words and interpret punctuation. Reliability
estimates for the Concepts About Print assessment have been reported by Clay as 0.95 for
internal consistency and 0.73-0.89 for test-retest, along with a predictive validity
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coefficient of 0.79 (word reading at age 6). Clay was clear in saying that she believed the
greatest value of the CAP assessment, as she had designed it, was in its diagnostic value
(Clay, 1979).
In addition to Clay’s use of the phrase concepts about print, the terms concepts of
print, conventions of print, print conventions and print concepts have been used at
different times by other researchers in the educational literature to describe these same
understandings. In some cases, conventions of print or print conventions has been
recently used to more narrowly define how much a child knows about navigating a text,
separate from its meanings (Leyva, D., Reese, E., & Wiser, M., 2011, Harper, S., Platt, A.
& Pelletier, J., 2011, Gong, Z. & Levy, B.A., 2009). Another term, print awareness, has
been used recently by some researchers synonymously with concepts about print, but
with an increased emphasis on the concept of words (Lefebvre, P., Trudeau, N., &
Sutton, A., 2011, Bierman, K., Torres, M., Domitrovich, C., Welsh, J. & Gest, S., 2009,
Justice & Ezell, 2001). Print awareness in some literature has also described a child’s
growing awareness of letters and words in many places beyond books, particularly in
one’s own surroundings in the form of environmental print (Kassow, 2006, Neumann,
Hood, Ford & Neumann, 2012). Thus, there is inconsistency among literacy researchers
as to whether print awareness is described as one component of concepts about print, as
its own umbrella under which concepts about print falls, or whether print awareness and
print concepts are articulated as separate and complementary concepts. This confusion
appears to stem from a lack of a common definition, since literacy researchers do not
disagree that emerging readers need to learn how books, and the print within them,
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function. Literacy researchers’ belief in the importance of this knowledge was further
strengthened when the National Early Literacy Panel (NELP) conducted a meta-analysis
of quantitative literacy studies and identified both concepts about print and print
awareness as moderate indicators of early literacy success (Shanahan, T., Cunningham,
A., Escamilla, K., Fischel, J., Landry, S., & Lonigan, C., 2008)
Despite being repeatedly invoked as an important component for reading success,
quantitative evidence for an empirically testable measurement model for print concepts
has been scarce in the literature, although the need has been stated (Johns, 1980). Lomax
and McGee’s’s landmark structural model for word reading acquisition included a
concepts about print component which performed statistically well within their a priori
model (Lomax & McGee, 1987). However, the concepts about print component had to be
constructed on existing theory and comprised of items chosen from five different
measures, since no one measure adequately covered the researchers’ conception of what
concepts about print entailed. Clay, early on and throughout her research, was adamant
that the primary value in gathering information about print concepts was diagnostic and
not for creating summed scores (Clay, 1979). However, from her studies within Reading
Recovery intervention research, we have some understanding of the order in which
children tend to acquire the different parts of print concepts. In a large-scale study of
European children aged 5-7, the understanding that a printed line is read from left to right
generally came before the recognition that one reads the left page before one reads the
right page. (Clay, 1979). A separate study of 4-year-olds found that conventions such as
book handling were more likely to be mastered at this age than differentiating letters from
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words. (Justice & Ezell, 2001). These developmental progression findings are also in
keeping with Lomax and McGee’s structural model wherein print concepts influenced
knowledge of letter-sound relationships.
Lack of challenge to these findings in the literature implies general acceptance of
this task ordering among early literacy experts, although it could be that defining a
developmental continuum for print concepts has simply received less attention from
researchers focused on other important early literacy indicators such as letter recognition
and phonemic awareness.
Digital Reading
One of the first examples of an electronic storybook for children was the
introduction of LeapPads in 1999 which created a hybrid reading experience for children
(Helft, 2011). With the LeapPad, one still looked at a paper book and turned its paper
pages, however a cartridge inserted into the book’s plastic holder provided the chance to
touch “hot spots” within the illustration and text with a stylus and receive audio feedback.
Over time, these and other companies’ talking books altered the reading experience by
including response to a child’s fingers touching the paper book, and later, an LCD screen
for viewing the story. As advancements in technology produced increasingly
sophisticated versions of such “e-books” over the past decade, literacy researchers were
prompted to study whether such devices could promote specific literacy skills (Littleton,
Wood & Chera, 2006), improve reading comprehension (Verhallen, Bus & deJong, 2006,
Shamir, Korat & Barbi, 2008), or increase reading engagement (Moody, 2010).
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In a review of research on the intersection of new literacies and early literacy
development, Lankshear and Knobel (2003) defined continuums for software interactivity
and multimodal texts and found that most existing research had focused on how to use
interactive software to teach conventional print concepts, rather than on how to teach
print concepts that promoted use of multimodal texts. The growing presence of e-book
readers such as the Kindle or Nook, as well as the ability of tablet computers to run
reading applications, or apps, continues to present questions regarding how such changes
may affect the reading acquisition experience for emergent readers. Such information
may be of particular interest for serving emergent readers from low-SES and minority
populations, as a recent study by Gutnick, Robb, Takeuchi & Kotler (2011) found that,
Once lower-income and ethnic-minority families own a given technology, their
children are just as likely to use it, if not more so. Across every digital platform,
we have found that black and Hispanic children, ages 5 years old or younger, use
far more media than white children. And children from families with lower
income use more digital media overall, except for the Internet. (p. 25)
Digital Reading Access
In their study of teacher scaffolding for student digital writing, Turbill and
Murray found that while students were enthusiastic to use the technology, the school
environment frequently does not mirror the technology use of the social world in which
the child lives (Turbill & Murray, 2006), a finding which is consistent with the
tremendous disconnect evidenced between reported handheld device use by more than
70% of early elementary-aged children at home (Common Sense Media & Rideout, 2011,
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Gutnick et al., 2011) versus daily access to handheld technology in U.S. elementary
schools for only 5% of the student population (Gray & Lewis, U.S. Department of
Education, 2009). Thus, while digital mobile devices capable of being used for reading
are becoming prevalent in homes, their lack of presence in elementary school classrooms
may be likewise continuing to perpetuate their omission from current classroom
assessment practices.
Concepts of Screen
In acknowledgement of the potential for digital work to become a larger part of
the young child’s school experiences, Turbill’s Concepts of Screen assessment (2001)
was designed as an observation checklist for determining what a child knows about
navigating the screen of a personal computer. Modeled after Clay’s Concepts About Print
assessment, it includes items on mouse usage, cursor control, and other details of the
screen to which the child attends. Following its use in a study of preschool classrooms in
Australia, Turbill (2001) concluded,
It became clear that not all students understood these concepts and, until they did,
they were unable to access all that the computer offered, just as they would be
unable to access books if they did not understand the ‘concepts of print.’ (p. 275)
While some of the skills in Turbill’s assessment are not applicable to the finger
touch technology of newer devices, its attention to the function of icons and the need for
new vocabulary terms are quite relevant to a digital reader’s current environment of
smartphones, e-book readers and tablets. Turbill addressed feasibility of the Concept of
Screen’s checklist design through her use of the parent volunteers who implemented it in
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her studies, but no reliability or validity data were reported in the literature. The most
likely reason for this was that the checklist was part of a grounded theory study, rather
than a quantitative project. The Concepts of Screen assessment has received repeated
mention in the literature’s discussion of new literacies in early childhood, which may
indicate perceived face validity by experts, but it may also be due in part to the absence
of any competing measure. Either way, Turbill’s assessment provides a useful window
into how print concepts and the digital learning environment, both independently
assessed up to this point, might come together in a single measurement tool to assess an
emerging reader’s overall level of digital print concepts.
Digital Print Concepts
In a recent study that looked at the top iPad applications for teaching targeted
literacy skills, narration (95%), hotspots (75%), text highlighting (50%) and animation
(50%) were noted by the authors as being prevalent (Guernsey, Levine, Chiong &
Severns, 2012). How or whether such features may present themselves to the emergent
reader as essential digital print concepts has yet to be explored.
The idea of print concepts in a digital environment has primarily been researched
from the perspective of young children’s writing wherein the need to consider change or
unique features of the medium has been highlighted (Turbill & Murray, 2006, Merchant,
2007, Labbo & Ryan, 2010). In his work with young children and emergent writing,
Merchant mapped Clay’s concepts about writing against the writing environment of the
desktop computer and illustrated that while some concepts remained consistent across
both domains such as text directionality, other concepts broadened or underwent
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important change such as typing instead of handwriting and the use of auto-correct for
spelling (Merchant, 2005).
In some studies, the researchers have suggested that assistance from adults was
likely a key variable in helping young children acquire the necessary print concepts to be
successful onscreen. In Turbill’s own work (2001) she noted the need for more adult
support and guidance to help the kindergartners “crack the code” of screen concepts (p.
277). Yelland and Masters identified three types of scaffolding that could increase young
students’ competence with technology as cognitive, technical and affective (2007).
Barbuto, Swaminathan, Trawick-Smith & Wright’s Technology for Preschools Project
(2003) described teacher scaffolding as an instrumental component in increasing the
children’s competence and confidence. In another study regarding intergenerational
learning around a desktop computer (Kenner, Ruby, Jessel, Gregory & Arju, 2008) the
authors reported that the children were able to persist successfully in the onscreen
environment because the family members helped direct their attention to the important
elements needed to solve the digital print problem at hand. In further support of this
point, in their review of the research on information and communication technologies
(ICT) in preschool classrooms, Plowman & Stephen (2003) write,
The use of the term ‘literacy’ in the context of ICT presupposes some
analogy with the literacy associated with writing and reading and it is widely
assumed that the reading skills acquired from exposure to traditional media can be
transferred, even though the presented ‘text’ is mediated by a computer. Although
influential, and there is some cross-fertilization, the competencies associated with
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traditional literacy may not be directly transferrable to ICT and explicit guidance
for children may be needed, as it is for novice readers and writers. (p. 155)
Such ideas regarding the need for more knowledgeable others to assist the young learner
with digital print concepts, particularly those instances involving transfer, suggests that
the use of dynamic assessment, a mediated approach to testing, may be a highly
appropriate method of finding out what emergent readers know, and need to learn, about
digital print concepts.
Dynamic Assessment
The assessments discussed so far in this paper have been what are termed static
assessments, wherein a child’s error on an item is uniformly scored as incorrect and the
administrator moves to the next item or ends the assessment. This is different from
dynamic assessment, wherein a child’s error generates some kind of assistance from the
administrator that provides instruction on how to obtain the correct response, followed by
a re-attempt on the part of the child. This dynamic assessment approach emerged from
Vygotsky’s sociocultural learning theories regarding a child’s zone of proximal
development and the power of scaffolding, as well as the separate work of Feuerstein and
his mediated learning experience (MLE) theory (1981).
Vygotsky’s argument. Vygotsky (1978) believed that static testing handicapped
students into performing within the confines of their prior sociocultural experiences. He
argued that a static test failed to capture the potential of the child, particularly when test
items fell within that individual’s zone of proximal development, “defined as the
difference between a child’s ‘actual developmental level as determined by independent
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problem solving’ and the higher level of ‘potential development as determined through
problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers’”
(Tzuriel, 2000, in referencing Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). This Vygotskian idea appears in
the dynamic assessment framework when an assessment item is missed and the child is
immediately given an opportunity to learn before trying again. Vygotsky’s emphasis on
the use of scaffolding, where initial assistance with the learning task is modified as
necessary to ensure the child achieves eventual mastery, is also employed in dynamic
assessment in a number of different ways.
Mediated learning experience theory. The use of a more knowledgeable other
to provide this assistance is supported not only by Vygotsky’s theories but also by the
work of Feuerstein with his Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) theory. Feuerstein
conceptualized parents or teachers as “mediators” between the child and the task, and saw
that role as a critical pathway to improved learning for the child. According to Feuerstein
(1981),
In contrast to learning by direct exposure, mediated learning occurs when a
mediator interposes himself between the learner and the environment and
interprets the world to the learner. Thus, MLE is not synonymous with social
interaction. The issue is not whether the individual receives stimulus information
from inanimate or animate sources but the kind of information that is received.
The essence of mediated interaction is that in the process of mediating
information, a transformation occurs that facilitates the transmission of meaning
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not inherent in the raw stimulus or sensory information impinging on the
organism. (p. 271)
Examples of mediation in the context of digital print concepts might involve
directing a children’s attention to a particular part of the screen, or indicating that certain
information could be obtained aurally from the device rather than visually. While such
cues could be provided explicitly, Feuerstein proposed that the implicit behaviors of the
instructor during the interactions mediated the learning experience for the child in
important ways as well.
Given the varying levels of technology exposure and usage found in homes and
within schools as well as the rapidly changing nature of mobile technology, a print
concepts testing approach that is grounded in Vyotsky’s and Feuerstein’s work could
provide useful information regarding the ease with which different children can acquire
the needed concepts, as well as the specific instruction that may still be needed. This is of
particular interest when the material to be learned is implicit, such as the print concept of
how letters and words work within a book or on a mobile device. In summarizing one of
the primary benefits of dynamic assessment, Haywood and Tzuriel (2002) write,
There are identifiable obstacles to one’s access to and effective application of
one’s intelligence. Such obstacles include ignorance; impulsivity; impoverished
vocabulary; cultural differences in learning habits, styles, and attitudes; poor selfconcept as learners; and a host of motivational variables; plus, of course,
inadequate development of important cognitive and metacognitive structures and
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strategies. By removing some of those obstacles, one can reveal the ability to
function more adequately. (p.42)
While a variety of mediation approaches have been developed within the dynamic
assessment framework, one which may work particularly well within a shared storybook
task such as Clay’s Concepts About Print assessment is the graduated prompts model
(Campione, Brown, Ferrara, Jones & Sternberg, 1985)
Graduated prompts model. Under the graduated prompts model, a series of
increasingly explicit prompts is given by the testing administrator as needed to help the
child achieve success on the item. While the content and the order of the prompts does
not change, the number of prompts given to each child varies, depending on how long it
takes the child to achieve success. As envisioned by Campione, et al. (1985), the number
of prompts determines a child’s “modifiability” score and serves as the variable of
interest. This method was challenged by Embretson (1987) who argued that a second,
separate measure of the task should be obtained to eliminate performance differences
unrelated to the actual construct, such as different processing strategies or unfamiliarity
with the assessment. Swanson (1996) later applied Embretson’s recommendation to the
graduated prompts model in his Cognitive Processing Test by including retesting of the
prompted items approximately 15 minutes later, but without the prompts.
This version of the graduated prompts model thereby produced several scores for
the child: an initial (static) score, a gain score (the highest possible score obtainable under
prompting conditions), a prompt score (determined by number of prompts used by the
child), and a maintenance score (performance on the item a second time without
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prompts). Given this information, a processing difference score representing the child’s
zone of proximal development (gain score minus initial score), and a stability score
representing some level of internalization of the new knowledge (maintenance score
minus initial score) were determined. In his study, Swanson found that these gain and
probe scores on the Cognitive Processing Test could be used to accurately classify
participants in terms of how well instruction was retained after scaffolds were removed,
and how amenable the learner was to simple intervention.
As no such information is currently available on emergent readers of paper or
digital print, a graduated prompts model for digital print concepts similar to Swanson’s
model for the Cognitive Processing Test could potentially provide information on how
readily an emergent reader can learn specific digital print concepts, and if those concepts
are understood well enough to be applied again successfully without assistance. This
diagnostic information could, in turn, be used to guide instructional decisions regarding
eventual acquisition by the child of all the necessary digital print concepts.
Dynamic assessment in Early Childhood
Developmentally appropriate practice calls for assessment approaches which take
into consideration the special characteristics of the period of early childhood
(Bredekamp, 1987, Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). As such, allowing the young child to
demonstrate conceptual understanding through performing an authentic task is more
likely to produce meaningful results than by responding in an assessment that has been
contextualized in the abstract, such as a paper-based multiple choice test. The shared
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storybook reading task used by Clay and the observation checklist used by the volunteers
in Turbill’s studies are examples of the former.
Introducing dynamic assessment into such a scenario would not affect the
developmentally appropriate nature of these tasks; one might argue it actually increases
it. By restoring the more natural state of relationship between the adult and the child,
wherein one provides scaffolding to the other who knows to seek it, dynamic assessment
may establish a more authentic task environment, thereby increasing the appropriateness
of the testing conditions.
Dynamic assessment with emergent readers is arguably tailor-fitted to the most
recent position statement on developmentally appropriate practice released by the
National Association for the Education of Young Children in 2009 which, while not
invoking the term dynamic assessment itself, states:
The methods of assessment are appropriate to the developmental status
and experiences of the young child, and they recognize individual
variation in learners and allow children to demonstrate their competence
in different ways (emphasis mine).
and,
Assessment looks not only at what children can do independently but also
at what they can do with assistance from other children or adults
(emphasis mine).
(2009, p. 22)
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To date, dynamic assessment has been successfully applied with young children
by a number of researchers who have reported on the usefulness of this approach for
determining both the child’s performance level and performance potential, particularly as
it might relate to disadvantaged populations. In a study of 3- to 5-year-old Headstart
preschool children, Lidz and Thomas (1987) reported that children who received
intervention as part of a dynamic assessment demonstrated higher gains in a test-retest
situation than children who did not receive the intervention during assessment. In a study
of recently immigrated Ethiopian kindergartners in Israel, Tzuriel and Kaufman (1999)
found that while the Ethiopian children initially scored lower than the Israeli children on
three cognitive assessments, one that was static and two that were dynamic assessment,
this performance gap began to narrow during the more advanced levels of the dynamic
assessment process and was effectively closed by the time the post-teaching assessment
phase was reached. Resing (1997) found that second graders identified as being slow
learners or as having a learning disability required two or three times as many prompts to
reach mastery as children who did not have these classifications, demonstrating that the
use of dynamic assessment was potentially advantageous for some subgroups of students
over others. While each of these studies had different agendas, all of them demonstrated
the benefits of gathering assessment information on the young child’s knowledge and
abilities beyond a static test score. (For a full review of the literature on dynamic
assessment of young children, see Tzuriel, 2000.)
The Need For A Modern View
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While traditional print concepts have been discussed in the literacy literature
across the past 40 years, the advent of digital devices has raised questions among
researchers about how the reading experience may be altered. The review of the literature
in this chapter was used to inform the conceptualization of a modern theoretical model
for digital print concepts which was then empirically tested using data collected from a
newly designed dynamic assessment of the construct. The process by which this was
accomplished is discussed next in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR DIGITAL PRINT CONCEPTS
As a review of the literature revealed in Chapter 2, early literacy research has
pinpointed a varying number of print concepts at play when a child looks at a printed
book. However, empirical evidence for print concepts which are present when reading on
a mobile digital device has not yet been forthcoming. The theoretical framework for the
model presented in this chapter was built upon on the field of emergent literacy
(Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998) and within it, print concepts as conceived by the existing
research explored earlier.
In many ways, I took the same ‘mapping’ approach which guided Clay’s work on
concepts about print, Turbill’s work on concepts of screen, and Merchant’s work on
concepts about print for digital writing. Each of these researchers looked first at the
reading environment and noted the environmental or text features with which the child
would need to interact in order to be successful at the reading or writing task. Clay then
grouped these observations by how they influenced the reading experience, and arrived at
a set of categories under the larger umbrella of concepts about print: directional
movement, one-to-one matching of spoken words to printed words, and print conventions
(Clay, 2000). Turbill and Merchant, in their respective digital environments, also
examined the features of the reading/writing experience to which the child needed to
attend and then mapped these onto Clay’s existing structure. My intent was to do the
same, but it became readily apparent while examining current digital stories on a mobile
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tablet device that some print features in the digital reading environment had no correlate
with a paper-based text.
Exploratory Study
An exploratory study of currently available digital story applications (apps) was
conducted to determine which text features were likely to be encountered by children in a
digital print environment. Using the iTunes mobile download store (www.itunes.com) a
search using the keyword “stories” returned 7,218 potential apps for download. These
results also included book readers, games and apps targeting adults, so the search was
further restricted only to downloads within the app category “books.” This resulted in
5,591 potential apps for download, although not all were targeted for children. Finally, to
generate a list from which any parents, regardless of income, were most likely to choose
story apps, the search was narrowed to display only those available for free download,
and results were then sorted by “most popular.” While it was possible that more
sophisticated features might have been observed in for-cost apps, this risk of oversight
was mitigated by many app developers’ tendencies to offer a full-featured story for free
in hopes of selling a subscription to future stories, or to provide a full-featured story that
includes advertisements that readers can pay to remove.
From this final list, a randomly selected group of 20 apps from the top 200 free
downloads were installed and manually verified to meet the criteria that it was targeted
for children and contained both text and images. Apps that did not meet this criteria were
replaced with another random selection from the Top 200 free apps, until all criteria were
met. The steps for this sample selection process are also shown below in Figure 3.1. The
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list of digital story apps which met all criteria and were included in the exploratory study
is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 3.1. Exploratory study text selection process. This figure shows the process for
selection of digital story downloads.
Coding. Next, the digital stories were coded for the text features present, as well
as for all actions that were needed to navigate the digital text, such as swiping to turn
pages and touching icons to initiate an event. A side-by-side comparison between the
features noted in the digital stories and their correlates within a paper reading experience
brought to light a number of important differences between them. For instance, while
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navigating a paper book is primarily a visual experience, working through a digital story
frequently involved sensory input from multiple channels. Table 3.1 illustrates the
distinct differences identified between reading a paper picture book versus a digital story
on a mobile device.
Table 3.1
Observed differences between paper-based and mobile digital stories
Description
With a paper-based text
With a mobile device
Locate front of the book
and open the cover

Will need to activate the device, adjust
volume, make on-screen selections and
activate story application

Close the book and
reopen it

May need to use an icon, navigate a
settings menu, "swipe" repeatedly until
reaching the first screen, or close the
application and reopen it

Turning pages

Learn to hold paper
corners and turn from
right to left

Recognize a "virtual page" on the
screen has turned from right to left or
has flipped over from the bottom to the
top or because the text, or the
illustration, or both, suddenly changed

Maintaining a sense
of place

reader enters and stays
within the story

reader can unknowingly leave the story
through external links embedded in the
mobile app

Receiving sensory
input

Visuals

Processing visual
information

Static illustrations

Processing auditory
information

Story could be read
aloud
by another person sitting
with the child

Disembodied text narration presented
automatically or when user-activated,
background music, sound effects that
typically connect to illustrations

Option to read
aloud

Child may ask another
person sitting with them
to read the book aloud

May have choice to activate narration
option by using an icon or a settings
menu or by touching speech bubbles onscreen

Starting a story

Re-reading a story
from the beginning

Frequently simultaneous input from
visuals and auditory
Animated illustrations that may be
automatic or reader-activated, text that
may change size, be highlighted or
underlined
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Visually matching
narration to the text

Physical finger pointing
initiated by the person
who is reading or by the
child who is listening

Text may be automatically highlighted
or underlined while audio plays, and this
match may be illustrated word-for-word,
sentence-by-sentence, or page-by-page

Table 3.2 below, shows the predominant text features which were noted across the
stories included in the exploratory study. In many cases, although the same text feature or
convention was coded across a large percentage of digital stories, it was integrated in
widely different ways by different story application developers. For instance, all of the
digital stories appeared on a series of screens, like pages in a book. Yet, some digital
stories presented “pages” that were turned from side to side, others had “pages” that
curled up and flipped over, and still others used no motion at all, instantaneously
changing from screen to screen.
Table 3.2
Prevalent features of digital stories
Applicable
Feature
apps
(n=20)

Manifestations (percentage of apps)

Return to beginning of
the story

20

use icon (55%), use settings menu (10%), no
shortcut exists (35%)

Appearance of page
turning

20

pages turned from right-to-left (63%), from
up-and-over (26%), changes instantaneously
(11%)

Method for page
turning

20

touch left-right arrows (79%), swiping the
screen (47%)

Sound capabilities

19

Narration (89%), background music (63%),
sound effects within illustrations (58%)

Animations in
illustrations

18

are automatic (66%), are user-activated
(39%), contain hidden "surprises" (55%)
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External links

16

iTunes AppStore (56%), developer website
(29%), banner ads (25%), in-app purchases
(19%), email (13%), facebook (13%), twitter
(6%)

Narrator read aloud
option

13

selection process involves touching an icon
(79%), using a settings menu (14%), touching
speech bubbles (7%)

Contains interactive
games

7

occur on the pages of the story itself (43%)
accessed outside of the story (57%)

Voice-to-text
matching

7

illustrates the match at word level (71%), at
sentence level (29%); match is highlighted
(86%), underlined (14%)

Child touches-narrator
says connection

5

matches at word level (60%), at sentence
level (20%), at page level (20%)

As Table 3.2 showed above, certain text features such as animation and narration aloud
options appeared to be shared across a large proportion of the digital stories, further
supporting the recent findings of Guernsey et al.(2012), suggesting that these are
important things to which young readers need to attend: digital operations, interactivity
and the use of icons.
The Theoretical Model
Integrating the predominant text features which emerged from the exploratory
study with the existing literature on paper print concepts discussed in Chapter 2, I
proposed that the theoretical construct of digital print concepts would determine how
much a child understands about digital print in the following five areas: concept of words,
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directionality, interactivity, semiotics, and digital operations. This structural relationship
is illustrated in Figure 3.2 below, and formed the basis for the discussion that follows.

Figure 3.2. Theoretical model of digital print concepts. This figure shows a five-factor
reflective model for a superordinate construct of digital print concepts.
Directionality. On both the printed page and on the digital screen, English texts
must face right-side-up and be approached from left-to-right, then top-to-bottom. This
understanding of the construct of directionality is integral to text understanding across
both the print and the digital reading environments. In a printed page environment, an
emerging reader who understands the need to look at text right-side-up will pay attention
to the orientation of the book as he or she holds it. Realization that the book is upside
down will result in the child turning the book around to hold it correctly in his or her
hands. It is important to note, however, that in the digital reading environment of
smartphones and tablets such as the iPad, this task is already taken care of by a feature
called auto-rotate. Regardless of how the child holds the device, this feature will rotate
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the screen so that the text appears right-side-up. To determine whether the child
understands the importance of text orientation in a digital reading environment it would
be necessary to disable any auto-rotate features, thereby providing an opportunity for the
child to autonomously orient the screen.
Text orientation is only the first piece of directionality. Having established that,
the emerging reader must then apply knowledge of this construct to the task of moving
through the words in the correct order. As English texts are read from top to bottom and
from left to right, the child must first locate the starting point for reading, the top left
corner of the text. Then, he or she learns to attend to the words from left to right until
reaching the end of the line. Having tracked the initial line, the child works next on the
“return sweep” (Clay, 1972) by returning the eyes to the left side of the page—sweeping
past the text already read—and dropping down to the next row of words to begin the leftto-right attendance task again. As Table 3.2 showed earlier, the digital stories can include
a voice-text match feature such as highlighting or underlining the individual words as the
narrator reads each one aloud, a feature which would emphasize directionality, although
how it may affect the emerging reader’s acquisition of the construct has not yet been
revealed by research.
Given that the child must both recognize the structure of the text arrangement and
be able to maneuver visually through it, a continuum of this directionality knowledge can
be constructed in the form of a construct map, as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Construct map of directionality. This figure provides examples of tasks that
emerging readers with varying levels of directionality understanding should be able to do.
Concept of words. In its simplest conception, the concept of a word could be
argued to remain constant wherever it appears. If a word is present—whether displayed in
ink or digital pixels—it carries a meaning for the reader to discern. Emergent readers are
developing the ability to recognize that a word does not change meaning when its
placement is changed (Bialystock, Shenfield & Codd, 2000). For example the letters
m,e,a and t printed together on paper will form the word meat, just as they will if they are
typed onto a smartphone screen. The appearance of a word as a meaningful group of
letters that is separated by at least one space on either side from other meaningful groups
of letters is consistent across both printed and digital texts.
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Research with printed texts has found that children who attend to the words on a
page are better readers than children who look primarily at the illustrations (Willows,
1978). Thus, asking a child where to start reading and then taking note of whether the
child points to the illustration or to the words is one way of determining if he or she has
some understanding of the concept of a word. Visually differentiating between a solitary
letter and a complete word on a page also shows awareness of this construct (Clay, 1970).
In addition, the use of one-to-one correspondence during oral reading to match the
spoken word to its written counterpart demonstrates awareness of a word as its own unit
of meaning (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998.)
However, given that the act of moving one’s finger under the words at the same
rate as someone else’s oral reading involves a fine motor component, I would argue that
this arrangement complicates a young child’s ability to show this understanding. This
concern is particularly pertinent in the digital context where touching the screen while
trying to point to words can inadvertently cause other non-word correspondence related
actions to occur, such as pop-ups, animations and page turning.
As with directionality in the previous section, a continuum of an emerging
reader’s grasp of the concept of words is depicted in the form of a construct map in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Construct map of concept of words. This figure provides examples of tasks
that emerging readers with varying levels of understanding of words should be able to do.
Semiotics. A third construct that is also present and integral to understanding both
paper and digital print is the sign system used by the text. In the case of paper-printed
books, the sign system has two components, alphabetic letters and punctuation marks.
Punctuation as insufficient semiotic knowledge. As addressed in Clay’s
Concepts About Print assessment, the reading task includes the need to pay attention to
punctuation marks, with periods, question marks, quotation marks and exclamation marks
being the ones most commonly seen in early children’s books. Such punctuation tells the
reader when to pause, when a sentence is finished, when a question has been asked, when
someone is speaking, and when a strong emotion is being implied. Understanding of
these punctuation marks increases the reader’s comprehension of the story by adding
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meaning beyond that procured by the words alone. In the language of semiotics, children
learn to distinguish between the symbolic signs of letters, which will be pronounced, and
the indexical signs of punctuation, which will be interpreted. Thus, all of the signifiers
presented to the reader are integral parts of the story itself.
In contrast, in the digital reading environment, an additional sign system is
introduced which is not a part of the story at all. These are the icons used to navigate the
digital device on which the story is being read. In the language of semiotics, an iconic
sign is any visual mark which visually resembles something else is represents. In the
lexicon of mobile digital devices however, the term “icon” is generally accepted to mean
any graphic that represents an action that can be performed. For instance, selecting a
particular icon on one’s smartphone or tablet device can open a phone-dialing application
or activate calendar software. Software developers have applied the use of icons to the
digital story reading experience for purposes of navigation and activating various features
of the story application. Table 3.3 below provides some real-world examples of the wide
variety of icons which appeared in the digital story reading apps for children.
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Table 3.3
Examples of different icons that appear in digital stories
Icon

Purpose

returns to the main menu

advance to the next story page

go back to the previous
story page

adjust settings such as volume

Digital story by application developer

The Grumble Noise, by Erik X. Raj

Open, Wide, Snap, by kid-e storybooks

Bean Bag Kids present Little Red Riding Hood
by Mundo Mono

Cooper's Big Bear Hug, by Hallmark Gold
Crown

Play and pause sound

When Pigs Fly,by MeeGenius Books

narrator will re-read the text

Moo, Baa, La, La, La! by Loud Crow
Interactive

goes to an options page that
includes a main menu, page index, Tickle Finger in the Jungle , by Outfit7
external links, and more

go to page index to find a
specific story page

show hidden menu

The Three Pigs , by StoryChimes

The Elephant's Bath , by Gideros Mobile
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Icons as a sign system. Unlike punctuation marks, all of these signifiers presented
to the reader were entirely unrelated to the meaning of the story, and directly relevant to
the workings of the reading environment. Yet, these icons were often embedded right
next to the words and punctuation marks on the screen, as shown here in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Co-presentation of punctuation and icons. This figure shows a screenshot
containing both icons and punctuation marks in line with the story text, taken from the
digital story, Moo, Ba, La, La, La!
Given the visual similarities between punctuation marks and icons, whether an
emerging reader can distinguish between the very different purposes of these intertwined
sign systems became a critical question to answer.
Icons and their changing faces. Another important distinction between
punctuation and icons was the lack of consistency in the latter. Unlike the appearance of
punctuation marks, which has become stable across all English reading materials, there
was wide variation in the icons used, and in what a particular icon signifies. In the
absence of software industry standards for icon usage, an icon symbolizing the way to
return the reader to the beginning of the story could be represented by any visualization
the software developer chooses. The following Table 3.4 provides a few examples of the
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different icons used in some of the books from the exploratory study, all of which signify
how to return to the beginning of the story.
Table 3.4
Different icons for returning to the beginning of the story
Icon

Digital Story

Tickle Finger in the Jungle, by Outfit7

Red or Blue, I Like You, by Sesame Street e-books

When Pigs Fly , by MeeGenius

The Fox & the Grapes, by Wild Fables

Dusty Dawg Has Feelings, Too!
by Lilliam Vernon Gifts

Bean Bag Kids present Little Red Riding Hood
by Mundo Mono

The Flying Butterfly, by Little Big Genius Books
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Conversely, what a particularly-styled icon signifies in one digital story could not
be counted on to signify the same thing in another. In the exploratory study, a number of
digital story reading apps for children contained an icon that looked like the lower-case
alphabet letter, i. The only consistency across stories was that touching that icon took the
reader to a different page. The kind of page upon which one landed varied, as illustrated
in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5
Visually similar letter-i icons with widely varying functions
returns to main menu

goes to copyright page

The Flying Butterfly,by Little Big Genius Books

Cooper's Big Bear Hug, by Hallmark Gold
Crown

goes to "Information for Parents" Miss Spider's Tea Party
page which includes external links by Calloway Digital Arts

goes to page of rolling credits

Bean Bag Kids present Little Red Riding Hood
,
by Mundo Mono

goes to an options page that
includes a main menu, page index, Tickle Finger in the Jungle
, by Outfit7
external links, and more
goes to a page for selecting
narration, sound, text and auto play The Three Pigs, by StoryChimes
options, and more
goes to page about the application
developers which includes external The Fox & the Grapes, by Wild Fables
links
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Prior knowledge of icons seen before may help a reader to narrow down the
possibilities for an outcome, but in order for a reader to have certainty, it would be
necessary to have previously activated that specific icon in that exact digital environment.
For example, a swirling arrow icon was found carry very different meanings across
multiple stories in the exploratory study, as shown in Table 3.6 below.
Table 3.6
Visually similar arrow icons with widely differing functions
Icon

Purpose

Digital story by application developer

returns to the main menu

Otter on His Own: The Story of a Sea Otter,by
Oceanhouse Media

returns from the options menu to
the most recently viewed story
page

Tickle Finger in the Jungle
, by Outfit7

prompts the narrator to read the
sentences on the page

Moo, Baa, La, La, La! by Loud Crow
Interactive

turns back one story page

The Elephant's Bath, by Gideros Mobile

Given this lack of consistency in icons across reading applications, it is clear that
visual memorization alone will not provide the young reader with a sufficient
understanding of icons within the digital print semiotic system. Instead, the reader must
acquire the overarching understanding that certain actions are possible, and that a graphic
is most likely present on the screen to allow it to happen. As Rowsell and Lapp (2011)
have pointed out about semiotics, “when discourse shifts from print to digital media it
becomes easier to use a multiplicity of modes, such as images and sounds, to signify
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meaning.” (p.397) As such, emergent readers must eventually learn to recognize such
multimodalities as part of important digital print concepts. The construct map for
semiotics in digital print is shown in Figure 3.6 below, and illustrates the emerging reader
as navigating the sign systems of punctuation and icons in tandem with one another. It
was also possible that the two semiotic components would not travel together on the
continuum. However in the absence of research in the literature for theoretical support,
any potential separation was reserved for the data analysis stage of the study.

Figure 3.6. Construct map of semiotics. This figure provides examples of tasks that
emerging readers with varying levels of semiotics knowledge should be able to do.
Interactivity. The ability to physically interact with the text and illustrations in a
digital story marked a blatant departure from the paper-based reading environment. With
the touchscreen abilities of many mobile devices, tapping or swiping at words or pictures
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could, and often did, induce animations and sounds. For example, in the digital story The
Grumble Noise, touching any part of the text caused it to glow while a narration of the
sentence played, and tapping on a cookie in one of the illustrations caused it to appear to
be eaten away until only crumbs are left (Raj, E., 2012). Research has found that
interactive graphics in electronic story readers can either engage the students in the text
or distract them from it (Labbo & Kuhn, 2000).
Interactivity as a digital print concept requires the child to make connections such
as recognizing that the audio playing is often an exact match with the words printed on
the screen, or in other case, that touching an unfamiliar object in an illustration can
generate a pop-up graphic for the name of that item. An example of this kind of
connection is illustrated in Figure 3.7 below where touching the green leaves within the
illustration caused the word “kelp” to appear on screen as the narrator read aloud.

Figure 3.7. An interactive pop-up feature. This figure shows the results of touching the
green leaves at the bottom of this illustration from the children’s story, Otter On His
Own.
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The construct map in Figure 3.8 below illustrates a continuum for interactivity, as
the child gains exposure to various animation and sound features that appear in different
digital stories.

Figure 3.8. Construct map of interactivity. This figure provides examples of tasks that
emerging readers with varying levels of interactivity understanding should be able to do.
Digital Operations. Traditional children’s books are concrete objects that can be
seen, touched and manipulated by an emergent reader. Research has even identified the
typical progression of young children’s handling and use of books as purposeful objects
(Dooley, 2010). A bookshelf full of colorful, physical books is an open invitation for the
curious child to discover the world of stories. But with the advent of electronic book
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readers, smartphones and tablets comes a critical challenge for the emergent reader:
storybooks are now hidden from you unless you know how to find them.
Activation. Getting ready to read a digital story means a mobile reading device
must be powered on, a process which depends to some extent on the specific device
itself. In some cases, a power button can be pressed, while in others, swiping a finger
across the screen will work. While the mobile device will operate without sound,
knowledge that sound is possible spurs the need to find out how to adjust the volume.
Even without the added complexities of password protection or wireless internet
connection, these preparation tasks can be a challenge for the uninitiated.
Navigation. Having managed to prepare the device for digital reading use, the
emergent reader must now chart the complicated waters of the menu screen. The
appearance of the menu screen varies across the different devices although many are
programmed for what is referred to in the technology field as drilling down, wherein
making choices throughout a series of options eventually brings one to the desired end
result. For example, on the Kindle, a series of drop-down menus present text-only choices
of the different electronic books loaded on the device. Smart phones and tablets can be
set up to display graphics of folders that, when touched, open to display many icons, with
each story app represented by its own icon. Successfully navigating through these types
of choices, if the child can do so, will ultimately result in the digital story appearing on
the screen.
In the large majority of print and digital texts, the story progresses by turning
pages or advancing screens from right-to-left. In some print books and digital texts the
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story is advanced by flipping pages up-and-over or swiping the screen from bottom-totop. This process of moving forward or backward within the story narrative is still
consistent across both print and digital contexts. So, the knowledge in the digital
environment must be two-fold—understanding what it means to go forward and
backward in a narrative and figuring out how to physically accomplish this. As illustrated
earlier in this chapter, returning to the beginning of the story on a digital device can be a
truly vexing endeavor for the unfamiliar. The construct map in Figure 3.9 below gives
examples of what we might expect children to be able to do as they acquired digital
operations knowledge.

Figure 3.9. Construct map of digital operations. This figure provides examples of tasks
that emerging readers with varying levels of digital operations knowledge should be able
to do.
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Establishing Validity for the Theoretical Model
While the proposed theoretical model was based on emergent literacy theory,
empirical evidence of its viability was still needed. To this end, I used the construct maps
detailed in this chapter to guide development of a measurement instrument, the Digital
Print Concepts (DPC) assessment, which could support an initial claim for high face
validity within the instrument and, through subsequent statistical analysis, sufficient
construct validity for the theoretical model. The development of this instrument and the
expert panel and pilot study used to refine it are discussed next in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND PILOT STUDY
Instrument Design
The model and construct maps presented in the previous chapter served as the
theoretical framework for constructing an assessment tool that could potentially capture
an emergent reader’s level of understanding of digital print. Clay’s Concepts About Print
assessment, with its longevity and widespread use making it something of a “gold
standard” for print concepts assessment, served as the operational framework. The new
instrument incorporated the developmental progression identified in Clay’s Concepts
About Print assessment while adapting the questions asked and skills observed to match
the unique features of reading in a digital format.
Situated as a one-on-one shared book reading experience, the Digital Print
Concepts (DPC) assessment was designed as a quantitative measure that could also
capture the effects of short, direct instruction by employing dynamic assessment, rather
than a static testing approach. This marked an important design difference between this
assessment and Clay’s measure. As discussed in Chapter 2, dynamic assessment provides
scores for what the participant can do independently, as well as scores that show what the
participant can help with from others and alone again, after having been given some
amount of instruction a short time earlier. Thus, while the same scores that would have
been captured by maintaining the DPCs alignment with the CAP as a static measure were
still collected, employing the dynamic assessment model allowed collection of additional
information beyond this. The challenge in employing this approach for the study was in
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keeping the assessment length short enough to be developmentally appropriate for use
with young children, while at the same time containing enough items to comprehensively
tap the child’s understanding of the construct.
Test Construction
Text selection. The decision to situate the DPC across two digital texts rather
than one was borne first from the practical matter that no one text in the exploratory study
had comprehensively embodied the most prevalent digital print features. It seemed likely
that children previously exposed to mobile digital reading devices may have encountered
some of these text features and not others, depending on the digital stories they had seen.
Of considerable interest then, was how a child might apply digital print concepts
knowledge across more than one digital text. The decision to use two texts also facilitated
the dynamic assessment process, wherein prompting and instruction could be more
evenly spaced across the assessment without having to return to the specific page where
the original prompting was done, an arguably inauthentic behavior when one is reading a
story with someone beginning-to-end.
This first book used in the DPC, Sea Otters released by National Geographic, was
selected because its story format and visual layout are both very similar to a printed book,
while at the same time containing digital-specific elements such as icons and text popups. A copy of this book can be obtained at no cost from the iTunes store at
www.itunes.com. The second book used in the DPC is Moo, Baa, La, La, La! by Sandra
Boynton, which was chosen because of the high level of animation present in the
illustrations. A copy of this book can be obtained for a small cost from the iTunes store at
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www.itunes.com. Screenshots of the book “pages” as they appear to the child on-screen
in the DPC assessment are shown in Appendices B and C, respectively.
Item writing. First, a mapping approach was used to parallel the DPC instrument
with Clay’s CAP assessment as much as possible. Print elements that were present across
both print and digital formats were paired, and then attempts were made to keep the
digital form of the item as similar in wording and testing protocol as the CAP. For
example, the CAP item that reads, “Show me the front of the book,” was only slightly
modified to become, “Show me the front of the iPad.” Some small departures from the
original task were also required, such as the CAP item that reads, “Show me where to
start reading,” in which the child uses finger-pointing had to be altered to, “Use this
pointer to show me where to start reading,” in which the child uses a small pointing
device, because using a finger activated the touchscreen features of the iPad, as it would
many other mobile digital reading devices. The CAP items regarding inverted pictures
and text were adapted for the DPC by disabling the auto-rotate feature of the iPad and
then arranging for the child to receive the device upside down, a task which could also be
duplicated with a smartphone or e-reader such as the Kindle.
Next, items for tapping print elements that appeared only in the digital context
were written as close to the style of the CAP as possible. For example, one DPC item to
see if the child can demonstrate how to navigate the device reads, "Show me how to get
back to the beginning of the story.” In the DPC, some icon knowledge is assessed by
pointing to a specific icon and asking, “What is this for?” just as in the CAP, punctuation
knowledge is assessed by pointing to a question mark and asking, “What is this for?” Just
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as in the CAP, which allows in several places for the child to respond by either showing
or doing, the digital print feature of narration is assessed in the DPC by pointing to a
word in the on-screen story and asking, “What can I do if I don’t know what that word
is?” As a result of this process, 28 items were initially written before integrating the
dynamic assessment process into the DPC.
Dynamic assessment. While it would have been informative to see how dynamic
assessment might impact all of the print concepts included in the DPC, the large number
of test items this would have required dictated that only some of the items be targeted for
direct instruction through prompting. Thus, given this study’s focus on modernizing the
literature’s view of print concepts to include digital print features, only those items which
addressed digital print elements were written for dynamic assessment. This meant that of
the 28 items initially constructed, 14 of them were written as a dynamic assessment using
the graduated prompts model described earlier in Chapter 2.
Graduated prompts. While there is no magic number of prompts when crafting
dynamic assessments, test length needs to be considered in designing age-appropriate
assessments in early childhood (National Education Goals Panel, 1998). Young children
do not sustain attention for long periods of time and can become fatigued or distracted if
the test is too long, resulting in inaccurate test results (Wortham, 2008). With this in
mind, the number of prompts was initially set at three, with each one increasing in
explicitness until task mastery would be achieved.
For each item, the first prompt was written to offer implicit information on how to
succeed at the task, such as, “What do you see that you could try?” For a child who still
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struggled, the second prompt gave verbal directions telling the child what to do, such as,
“Which icon has a picture of an animal in water?” The information was more explicit, but
the child needed to comprehend the language used to discuss the problem. The third
prompt directed the child to watch as the researcher performed the task, and then asked
the child to copy her. This prompt removed the need for any understanding of the
vocabulary or procedures and ensured completion.
Maintenance items. As presented in Chapter 2 with Swanson’s adapted graduated
prompts model, an item that included prompts for learning could be followed a short time
later by a retest which addressed the same behavior or knowledge of interest, as a
maintenance check. For four maintenance items on the DPC, the question was reworded
and presented a short time later within the same digital text. For example, on an early
page in the story, one item asks, “What do you think this is for?” in reference to an icon
that returns readers to the main menu. Prompts were then offered as needed to help the
child discover the correct purpose for the icon. Toward the end of the story, a separate
item re-worded to assess the same knowledge asked, “What can I press to get back to the
beginning of the story?”
For other nine maintenance items on the DPC, no rewording was done and the
same item was simply given again using a different digital text. For example, the item,
“Can you show me how to get to the next page?” offered prompts if the child struggled in
the first text, but did not contain prompts when asked again during the second text.
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After adding the necessary retesting items to assessment, this resulted in a 42-item
assessment with 14 static items, 14 dynamic assessment items, and 14 retest items, with
the complete assessment booklet shown in Appendix D.
To use the DPC assessment for empirically testing the theoretical model presented
in Chapter 3, it was necessary to have enough high quality test items to construct an oversaturated measurement model for use in the full study described in Chapter 5. Table 4.1
below shows the relationship between the five constructs from the theoretical model and
the individual items which were written to measure each.
Table 4.1
Test items according to construct and process
Construct

Static
Item

Directionality

Dynamic
Item

Retest
Item

3

26

5
8
16
32

42
28
23
36

13
17
29
35

18
41
37
38

1
2
4

24
25
27

9-12
Concept of
Words

6, 7
15
30, 31

Semiotics

20, 21
33, 34
40
Interactivity

Digital
Operations

52
14
22

19
39

While the expert panel and small-scale pilot study were not intended not provide
enough data to statistically test the accuracy of these relationships, it acted as an early
warning system regarding test items which were poorly constructed or fail to provide
sufficient variance among the participants.
Expert Panel
Participants. Representation from two populations were sought for the expert
panel: early childhood teachers who were currently using iPads with students in their
classrooms, and research experts in the areas of literacy, technology, and early childhood
combined. The rationale for this panel composition was that by including both
practitioners and researchers as participants on the panel, both theoretical and practical
perspectives could be brought to bear on the concepts targeted by the DPC instrument.
The practitioner side of the expert panel consisted of 8 participants who described
themselves as practicing teachers of kindergarten or first grade students, and currently
using iPad technology with students in their classrooms. These teachers were recruited
though emails sent to a representative sample of early childhood teachers in the local
school district, as well as through the Lutheran Education Association listserv which
covers multiple Midwest states in the U.S. The intention behind recruiting from both a
public and private school sources was to acquire feedback both from teachers familiar
with the local student population from which the pilot study would draw, as well as from
teachers using technology in other states who could potentially expand the practitioner
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perspective. Because all survey responses were anonymous, it was not possible to verify
the extent to which this objective was achieved, although anecdotal information shared
by some of the participants indicated that at least some of the teachers who served on the
expert panel were from outside the local school district.
The researcher side of the expert panel consisted of 5 individuals who identified
themselves as researchers in either the fields of early childhood technology or early
childhood literacy. Eleven potential researchers for the expert panel were initially
identified by reviewing peer-reviewed publications for scholars who had published
literacy-related research in the field of early childhood technology within the last five
years. These 11 individuals were contacted by email and invited to serve anonymously on
the expert panel. Five of those contacted agreed to participate, and served on the expert
panel. Of those who did not participate, two individuals declined due to time conflicts
and the remaining four researchers did not respond to the recruitment email.
Data Collection. The expert panel was situated within an online survey format
using Qualtrics. By clicking on a hyperlink embedded in the recruitment email, expert
panel participants were asked to watch a series of video simulations depicting a complete
administration of the DPC instrument, in which I played the role of the assessor and my
daughter played the role of the child. Within the survey document were 13 sequential
video clips, between 5 and 25 seconds each, each panel member was given the choice of
either moving directly into viewing the individual segments or watching the assessment
in its entirety before watching the individual segments. A transcript of the video segments
is shown in Appendix E.
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Following each video segment, the expert was then asked to rate how well the
assessment item shown had measured the intended concept, using a four-point ordinal
scale. An example of how this was presented to the expert panel participants is shown in
Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1. Expert panel item feedback. This figure shows a screenshot from the online
survey used to collect information on the face validity of each item on the DPC.
Where prompts were used as part of the dynamic assessment process, the expert
was also asked to rate how appropriately the series of prompts moved the child toward
success at the task, using a three-point ordinal scale. An example of how this was
presented to the expert panel participants is shown in Figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2. Expert panel prompt feedback. This figure shows a screenshot from the
online survey used to collect information on the face validity of the prompts used in the
DPC.
Results. Within the two-week window for participation in the expert panel, 13
respondents completed the online survey document, with nine experts choosing to move
directly into viewing the individual segments and four experts choosing to first watch the
complete administration before viewing the segments. Constructive feedback received
regarding item content included concern about some digital operations items being too
device-specific, and the potentially confounding role of vocabulary in assessing user
understanding. Constructive feedback received regarding the use of prompts included the
need to increase wait time, concern regarding the replacement of experiential learning
with explicit teaching, and the risk of dynamic assessment creating a passivity in
participants to wait for the prompts.
Face validity. Items that were identified by less than 80% of the panel members
as having a “clear and specific connection” to the intended concept were automatically
reviewed for improvement. Four of the items fell into this category, two of them on
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digital operations and two of them on the semiotic nature of icons. Prompts that were
identified by less than 80% of the panel members as moving “clearly and steadily from
general help to specific instruction,” were automatically reviewed as well. Three of the
prompting sequences fell into this category, two of them on digital operations and one of
them on the semiotic nature of icons.
Revisions. All seven prompts identified above were revised to adhere more
closely to the intended construct for that particular item. Where additional specific
feedback was provided by an expert panel member on any item or prompt, this
information was also incorporated into the modifications to the DPC instrument, resulting
in the following revisions to the instrument:


replacing the use of language that may be device-specific with more
general language that could apply to multiple devices. For example, on
one digital operations item the second prompt, you could try swiping, was
replaced with is there a way you have seen this work before?



Allow the child to explore several incorrect options before moving to the
direct instruction in the prompting sequence. For example, on one digital
operations item, the second prompt, now swipe the arrow, was replaced
with now what do you need to do?



extending the wait time before offering a prompt

Pilot Study
The purpose of the pilot study was to gather information regarding the validity
and feasibility of the DPC instrument as a quantitative means of measuring a child’s level
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of digital print concepts. The data collected during the study was also used to examine
how effectively specific prompts embedded in the dynamic assessment appeared to have
played a role in a child obtaining a successful outcome.
Participants. Thirty-nine kindergarten students from two classrooms at an
elementary school in the local school district were invited to participate in the pilot study,
resulting in 17 students (53% male) being given parental consent to participate. While
recruitment efforts were not aggressive, the recruitment flyer sent home in the students’
weekly parent-school communication folder was reinforced in the kindergarten monthly
newsletter which was also sent home with students. Additionally, both classroom
teachers mentioned the study and the required consent forms briefly during parentteacher conferences.
Data Collection. Four sources of data were used for the pilot study: the Digital
Print Concepts assessment given individually to each participant, scores from the most
recent Concepts About Print (CAP) district assessment given by the classroom teacher to
each participant, a technology use questionnaire completed by the parent/guardian, and
video footage of a free exploration period on the iPad by each participant.
Technology Use in the Home questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed to
elicit information regarding the presence of various mobile devices at the child’s home,
as well as types of usage and average time spent by the child with the devices. The
purpose for collecting this information during the pilot study was to gauge the feasibility
of gathering this information in this manner, as well as to identify any problematic
questions on the questionnaire. The ultimate purpose for collecting this data was to allow
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for potentially exploring how prior exposure to mobile digital print might relate to a
child’s performance on the DPC assessment. Because little is known about how young
children engage in meaning-making when exposed to the digital print environment, it
would be impossible to say that children who spend time with technology before coming
to school are more likely to perform well on the DPC. However Sweller’s theory of
cognitive load (1988) contends that automaticity and the sophistication of a person’s
schema are largely responsible for whether a person can successfully complete a given
task before becoming overwhelmed with too much information to manage efficiently.
Therefore it seemed likely that a connection between prior exposure to digital
technologies and success in the digital print environment would exist. A copy of this
questionnaire is shown in Appendix F.
Free exploration video. This exploration time was done in concert with
administration of the DPC assessment, and consisted of a three-minute time frame in
which the participant was encouraged to use the iPad without instructions or guidance,
while a video recording of the child’s hands and the iPad was done by the researcher. The
purpose for collecting this footage was twofold: to identify any additional print concepts
which arose for the child which had not yet been accounted for in the formal assessment
and to illuminate any print concept understandings which the child had been unable to
demonstrate within the existing structure of the formal assessment. This data was initially
collected immediately after administering the DPC but, after working with the first three
participants, it became apparent that the children were using that time to practice the
same behaviors and revisit the same print that had been just observed in the assessment.
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The researcher then moved the exploration period to immediately before the DPC
assessment to examine whether this resulted in a more authentic window into what the
child already understood about digital print before being asked to formally demonstrate
or talk about it. The researcher also varied whether the exploration period was initiated
by handing the child an inactive iPad and allowing the child to discover available apps, or
by first opening a different digital story application than the one used in the DPC and
then handing the iPad to the child. In each case, the complete exploration period was
video recorded for review.
Results. The questionnaire on home technology use was completed and returned
by 94% of the participants, indicating that this one-page form was a viable means of
acquiring information from families about student technology use patterns. The
information provided by the questionnaire revealed that 100% of the participants had
access to one or more digital devices at home, with 36% reporting between one to two
hours of daily use and the remaining 65% reporting less than an hour of daily use. The
most commonly reported technology that students had access to was a gaming system
(71%), followed by a laptop (65%), and an iPhone (59%). While 47% of participants
were reported to have access to a tablet device, one piece of information which was not
able to be extracted from the results was whether it was an iPad like the one used in this
study. To better align this questionnaire with answers being sought, a category for iPads
separate from other tablets was added to the form for use in the subsequent full research
study.
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All students in the pilot study were reported as having a perfect score on the
school district’s Concepts About Print quarterly assessment, evidencing a ceiling effect.
The lack of variation was likely due to a cohort effect as well, since all participants in the
study had been receiving the same instructional curriculum throughout the first three
quarters of their kindergarten year, at which time this pilot study was conducted.
Although a cohort effect preventing significant score variation would still be a concern in
the full study with kindergartners, it was thought that including lower SES schools might
reduce the risk of another ceiling effect for this variable in the full study.
Examination of the recorded sessions of free exploration on the iPad by the
participants produced two worthwhile pieces of information. First, the most useful
information about a participant’s prior knowledge and problem-solving abilities came
from conducting the exploration before the structured assessment, and situating it at the
start screen of the device rather than within a digital story. Second, assessments that had
been conducted under these conditions allowed the first four items of the assessment to
be potentially scored through researcher observation without the need for introducing the
artificial language of on-demand assessment until the child struggled with any of these
tasks, arguably increasing the DPC’s task authenticity and developmentally appropriate
approach. For these reasons, it was decided to build a two-minute free exploration into
every DPC assessment in the full study by preparing the iPad in advance, and then
handing the iPad to the child upon first sitting down and saying “Here, you can use this
for a minute while I get ready…”
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Results of the DPC assessment itself indicated that some static items were
answered correctly by all participants, such as finger tracking the print from left to right,
and this was again thought to be a result of the group’s classroom instruction that had
already covered these concepts. Additionally, some dynamic items were completed
correctly by all students, without the need for any of the graduated prompts. For example,
all 17 kindergartners independently oriented the iPad to show the front of the screen.
However, while some of these items might be deemed “too easy” or “too hard” for the
particular kindergartners in this pilot, acquisition of these concepts has already been
identified as falling across a developmental continuum and a primary objective of
instrument design was to cover the entire theorized construct of digital print concepts. For
these reasons, retention of all of items for use in the full study was deemed critical to
construct validity.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODS
This dissertation was a quantitative study to evaluate the usefulness of the Digital
Print Concepts (DPC) instrument as a measurement tool for assessing varying levels of
digital print concepts knowledge, as well as to empirically test the theoretical model
presented in Chapter 3. The methodology for answering the research questions raised in
Chapter 1 required the intentional ordering and implementation of multiple methods.
First, I conducted the exploratory study described at length in chapter 2, and subsequently
used this information to construct the theoretical model detailed in chapter 3. Next, I
designed a one-on-one dynamic assessment, discussed in detail in chapter 4, which was
intended to measure student knowledge of these constructs. I then recruited an expert
panel of literacy researchers and practitioners to evaluate a mock administration of this
assessment and provide feedback regarding whether sufficient construct validity was
arguably present to proceed. Following this feedback, I conducted a pilot study of the
DPC instrument, which allowed for final revisions to the instrument before moving into
the full study. Finally, I used the data collected in the full study to employ limitedinformation item factor analysis to test the reliability and construct validity of the revised
instrument, and to determine whether the theoretical model in chapter 3 was a well-fitting
model for the data. In addition, the scores for the dynamic items within the DPC
instrument were examined to determine whether instruction during assessment ultimately
affected student performance on retest items.
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Full study
Participants. A total of 112 kindergarten students participated (44% male, 24%
English Language Learners, 9% Special Education), having been recruited using
purposeful sampling at the school level, with students nested in classrooms. Given the
relatively short window of time during which children acquire concepts about print
during formal schooling, the possibility of floor or ceiling effects was a primary concern.
For this reason, participants were sought from multiple schools serving a range of
socioeconomic populations. Each of the three participating schools reported free- and
reduced-lunch populations of 31%, 68% and 92% respectively. The rationale for this
sampling decision came from recent research on the app gap which finds that “while 55%
of children from higher-income families have used a cell phone, iPod, iPad, or similar
device for playing games, watching videos, or using apps, just 22% from lower-income
families have done so.” (Common Sense Media, 2012, p.10). All three schools reported
daily iPad usage by students in their Head Start classrooms, but only two classrooms in
two different schools reported students had at least occasional access to iPads in
kindergarten.
Data Collection. Data was collected from three instruments from three different
sources. Classroom teachers were asked to provide scores from the most recent district
assessment of print concepts, families were asked to complete surveys about participants’
technology access at home, and participants were asked to complete the DPC assessment.
Digital Print Concepts (DPC) assessment. This assessment was given to all
participants in the study, requiring approximately 10-15 minutes per student. Although
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the DPC was administered as an on-demand assessment using a scripted verbal protocol,
attempts were made to create a more authentic experience by first greeting the
participants in their regular classroom to establish rapport and creating a more relaxed
atmosphere through conversation on either side of the formal testing window. All
assessments were conducted in a connected back room of the classroom, or in a quiet
hallway as near to the classroom as possible. Due to the size of the study, both the
primary investigator and a trained research assistant conducted assessments with
children. To ensure fidelity in administration, the researchers started most data collection
days by observing the other person’s first assessment and then providing any necessary
feedback, or asking any clarifying questions. If uncertainty arose during an assessment,
the researcher noted this on the documentation and these items were discussed and
resolved at the end of each data collection day.
Scoring. Dynamic items were scored on a scale of 1-5, with ‘1’ indicating a
correct response with no prompts usage, ‘2’ indicating the need for one prompt, ‘3’
indicating the need for two prompts, ‘4’ indicating the need for all three prompts, and ‘5’
indicating that the participant received all three prompts and still answered or performed
incorrectly. The items were then reverse coded so that the highest score corresponded
with the highest level of construct understanding. Binary items were initially coded as 0
(incorrect) or 1 (correct) and then rescaled to 1 (incorrect) or 5 (correct) to conform to the
same metric as the graded response items.
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To obtain a measure of interrater reliability, each researcher video recorded a
random sample of 10 administrations, which were subsequently viewed and scored by the
other researcher. Any differences between the scores were then discussed and resolved.
Technology use questionnaire. This paper questionnaire was given to families
along with the recruitment flyer and informed consent forms, and was presented as an
optional component for participation in the study. Failure to return the completed
questionnaire did not prohibit a student from participating in the study.
Concepts About Print (CAP) assessment scores. This paper-based assessment
was administered individually by the child’s classroom teacher and used the book, What
Am I?, a level four reader from the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA). It was
given to all kindergartners as part of the school district’s mandated assessments at the
start of the school year in August, and then re-administered in mid-October, early
December, mid-March and late May. Classroom teachers provided the researchers with
the most recent student scores on file at the time of the study.
Limitations and Challenges of Chosen Methods.
By the nature of its design, dynamic assessment is intended to assist the largest
possible number of participants in achieving mastery. The use of item factor analysis to
empirically test assumptions regarding construct dimensionality requires sufficient
variance among participants due to the construct of interest as to allow for ordering both
items and individuals. These two very different aims for data outcomes represented a
challenge to this study. The risk was that if dynamic instruction was highly effective,
insufficient variance within the hypothesized factors of digital print concepts might be
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captured, making it difficult to empirically test the theoretical model. I chose to accept
this risk so that I could examine the potential benefits of implementing dynamic
assessment within early childhood literacy instruction with technology. Furthermore, a
known limitation of this study was the use of a new instrument, rather than an established
one, for measuring construct knowledge. The absence of an existing measure made this
limitation unavoidable, but one which could be overcome through future studies for
replication of reliability and validity results, as well as testing measurement invariance
across a wider emergent literacy continuum.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
Psychometric Analysis
The Digital Print Concepts (DPC) was a 42-item assessment containing both
graded response and binary items, with all items except q28 demonstrating some level of
variance between participants. The descriptive statistics for the individual items are
shown below in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1
Individual item descriptives (n=112)
Minimum Maximum Item Proportion Proportion
Value
Value
Mean Incorrect
Correct
Static Items (no prompts)
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q15
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q23
Q27
Q28
Q29
Q30
Q31
Q32
Q34

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4.32
3.82
3.79
4.96
4.90
4.50
2.90
3.68
4.00
3.71
4.43
3.82
1.57
4.32
4.64
5.00
4.46
2.11
4.68
3.82
3.57

0.17
0.30
0.30
0.01
0.03
0.12
0.53
0.33
0.25
0.32
0.14
0.30
0.14
0.17
0.09
0.00
0.13
0.72
0.08
0.30
0.17

0.83
0.71
0.70
0.99
0.97
0.88
0.47
0.67
0.75
0.68
0.86
0.71
0.86
0.83
0.92
1.00
0.87
0.28
0.92
0.71
0.83
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Q35
Q37
Q38
Q39
Q40
Q41
Q42

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1.89
3.68
4.25
3.68
4.25
3.46
4.00

0.78
0.33
0.19
0.33
0.19
0.38
0.25

0.22
0.67
0.81
0.67
0.81
0.62
0.75

4.88
4.36
3.51
4.69
4.96
4.37
3.13
2.83
4.46
4.96
4.96
4.93
3.56
4.29

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.12
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.05

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.88
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.93
0.95

Dynamic Items (with prompts)
Q1P
Q2P
Q3P
Q7P
Q8P
Q14P
Q16P
Q17P
Q22P
Q24P
Q25P
Q26P
Q33P
Q36P

2
2
2
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Item Removals. Across all of the models tested, there were several items that
were problematic, and explanations of how these were addressed are necessary at this
point. Two items in particular, Q15 and Q30, consistently demonstrated negative
correlations with the rest of the instrument. The first item, Q15, was intended to assess
concept of word by scoring whether the participant stopped on page 2 or page 3 when
asked to “turn to the next page”. On these particular “pages”, the sentences fade away
and are replaced with new sentences, but the illustrations that form the screen background
remain unchanged. The rationale behind this question was that for the child who already
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understood that it was the words telling the story, not the picture, then seeing old words
disappear and new words replace them would mean we have moved to the next page of
the story. During actual data collection however, student performance on this item was
haphazardous and both researchers noted independently that children who attempted to
turn pages by swiping were often hampered by issues of motor skill and device
responsiveness. It was unclear then, whether the child had truly stopped on the correct
page because of construct knowledge, a good match between fine motor skill and visual
perception, or something else entirely. Given the item’s poor performance across all
models, it was dropped from all analyses.
The second item, Q30, was also intended to assess concept of word by scoring
whether the participant reported the appearance of a specific word in the air after
touching an interactive illustration. On this particular screen, touching the cow resulted in
him opening his mouth while the word “MOO!” floated out, the sound of moo being
heard, the cow’s ears twitching, his sunglasses raising, and his tail swinging. The child
was repeatedly asked, “What just happened? What else did you see?” and encouraged to
re-touch the illustration until he reported that nothing else had happened. The rationale
behind this question was that if the child knew how a “word” looked, then he would be
more likely to attend to it and consequently report it, than a child with less word
knowledge who still focused primarily on the pictures to gain information. This item was
also dropped from all analyses because, while the reasons for the negative correlations
remained unclear, it failed to produce any useful information related to the construct of
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interest. Furthermore, there was a large enough number of other items focused on concept
of words to argue sufficient breadth of construct coverage.
Having resolved the issue of negative correlations, I next addressed the items
which lacked variance between participants, because such items should potentially be
removed from the analyses on statistical grounds. Out of the 42 initial items, a ceiling
effect was observed in nine items and a floor effect observed in two items.
Ceiling effects. Questions 1, 2 and 3 were passed by all participants. This was not
surprising since these were dynamic items containing a final prompt that had the child
physically copy the researcher’s gestures to complete the task. The follow-up items for
these questions were Q24, Q25 and Q26, respectively and 98-99% of participants passed
these items as well, resulting in no useful variance within the sample population. This,
then, was an example of the limitation I discussed in Chapter 5 about combining dynamic
assessment with item factor analysis. While I would argue that retaining these items in
the actual assessment would be critical on theoretical grounds, their inclusion in the
statistical analyses was not helpful, and so Q1, Q2 , Q3 and their matching items of Q24,
Q25 and Q26 were dropped from all models in favor of parsimony. The three additional
items which showed ceiling effects were:
Q8: Take the device back to tap on the “Read It Myself” option and then pretend
to check something. Hand it back upside down and note if the child orients it
correctly. (96% passed without any prompts)
Q9: "I'd like to read some of this story to you. Can you use this pointer to show
me where I should start reading?" (99%)
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Q28: "How can I find a story to read about a cow?" (100%)
The large proportion of correct responses for Q8 and Q9 could have been due to
the classroom instruction on these concepts which had already occurred by the time of
this assessment. Likewise, the word “cow” may have been so highly familiar, even to
ELL students, that the original intent of this item (icon usage) became obscured. I would
not advocate for removing any of these items from the actual assessment until they had
been given to a wider range of emergent readers across the developmental continuum.
From a psychometric analysis perspective however, each of these three items was found
to have a correlation of 1 with almost every other variable in the model. In a situation
where two variables have a correlation of 1, both variables should not be used in the
analyses, and so these three items, Q8, Q9 and Q28 were removed from all models.
Floor effects. Two items which appeared to experience floor effects were Q21
(identifying a comma) and Q35 (identifying quotation marks), which was somewhat
expected since a check with the participants’ teachers verified that, with the exception of
one teacher who had taught the children to refer to quotation marks as “talking marks,”
these concepts had not yet been covered in the kindergarten curriculum. Statistical results
showed that Q21 had a correlation of 1 with four other variables and Q35 had a
correlation of 1 with one other variable (Q31). Ultimately, while Q21 was removed from
the current analyses to solve its problem of perfect correlation with four other variables, I
chose to remove Q31 rather than Q35 to maintain a better breadth of coverage across the
construct. Ultimately, I would argue for all of these items to be retained on the actual
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assessment and given to a wider range of emergent readers before coming to strong
conclusions about their usefulness in determining digital print concepts knowledge.
Item Combinations. Three of the items, Q10, Q11 and Q12 were written as
dichotomous items to assess a child’s understanding of the location and directionality for
tracking print. An examination of individual responses following data collection showed
that these items followed an ordinal pattern without violation. This meant that a child
who answered Q11 correctly had always answered Q10 correctly, and a child who
answered Q12 correctly had always answered Q10 and Q11 correctly. This allowed the
three dichotomous variables to be combined into a single graduated response variable,
Q101112 for the purposes of testing Model 2 and Model 4, however this was not possible
with Models 1 and Model 3, where this resulted in an under identified measurement
model for the fifth factor of directionality. In those models, the dichotomous form of the
items was retained for the purpose of obtaining global fit statistics. Given that neither
Model 1 nor Model 3 produced fit statistics even close to those of the better-fitting
models, it is unlikely this difference between the number of items across models played a
significant role in influencing the results of this analysis.
One additional item that ultimately required condensing was Q13P, “After reading
the first page, appear to accidently touch the lighthouse at the top. Say, ‘Why do you
think the narrator just said lighthouse?’.” Participant responses were often ambiguous
when the child focused on explaining the item rather than the process (“because the house
is light,” or “because there are people in it”), requiring the researcher to ask for
clarification and clouding protocol regarding when to move to the next prompt in the
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dynamic assessment sequence. Discussion between the two researchers revealed
differences between them in this decision making process. The transcriptions of all
participant comments at each step in the prompting sequence had been well-documented,
so I attempted to align this item across researchers by re-coding ex post facto. However,
it became clear that the wording of the item failed to adequately account for the desire of
the child to talk about the lighthouse itself, rather than the interactive feature of
vocabulary pop-ups. Given that both researchers had attempted to obtain a clear
statement of cause-effect from each child by the end of the prompting sequence, I finally
accounted for this discrepancy by using Q13P as a binary item, and scoring as pass/fail
without regard to the number of prompts given.
Item Retention. To summarize, for the purposes of empirical model testing, I
removed two items for confounds, nine items for ceiling effects resulting in correlations
equal to one, and two items for floor effects resulting in correlations equal to 1.
Furthermore, I reduced three dichotomous items to a single polytomous variable. As a
result, the tests of global fit for the measurement models included either 27 or 29
variables from the original 42-item assessment.
Item Factor Analysis
To empirically test the theoretical structural model for digital print concepts
presented in Chapter 3, I estimated a graded response IRT model with limited information
using diagonally weighted least squares (WLSMV in Mplus v.6) with parameterization
equal to Theta and a probit link. For all models tested, a z-score approach was used for
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identification, with all factor means set to zero and a factor variance of one, such that all
loadings and thresholds were then estimated.
Model 1: The theoretical model. The theoretical model posited in Chapter 3 was
a higher-order structural model with a superordinate factor of digital print concepts and
five first order factors of: directionality, concept of word, semiotics, navigation, and
interactivity. Under these conditions, Model 1, the hypothesized model, did not
converge.
Model 2: The unidimensional model. Given that the theoretical model ultimately
assumed unidimensionality by placing all five hypothesized factors under the single
construct of digital print concepts, it was reasonable to examine this assumption using a
first order measurement model wherein all items would load on the single construct of
digital print concepts. Model 2, this unidimensional model, converged and fit statistics
were strong (X2= 359.768, CFI=.937, RMSEA=.032). While this finding provided
statistical justification for considering an alternative to the original theoretical model for
explaining the data, evidence from the exploratory study had suggested that
multidimensionality could still be present, so a model that would take this into account by
examining the five separate factors was considered next.
Model 3: The five-factor model. On theoretical grounds, I returned again to the
first model but this time I removed the superordinate factor, retaining only the five factors
suggested by the exploratory study. In this Model 3, I allowed the five independent
factors to freely correlate, thereby removing the earlier assumption that any variance
between the factors could be accounted for by the superordinate factor. This model
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converged but fit was much worse than the unidimensional model (X2=673.98, CFI=.59,
RMSEA=.085). This finding provided evidence that the assumption of unidimensionality
in the original theorized model could not yet be rejected on statistical grounds.
Model 4: The three-factor model. Further analysis of the relationships between the
five factors in Model 3 showed that directionality and concept of words evidenced a
correlation of one, which provided argument for condensing them into a single factor.
The semiotics factor was also problematic with some negative factor loadings, and
examination of the residual covariances between these items showed that questions
regarding punctuation were more highly correlated with questions about concept of
words than the model had accounted for. In addition, items about icon usage were both
less correlated with punctuation and more highly correlated with questions about
navigation than the model had accounted for. These findings were consistent with the
concern I had raised in Chapter 3 that a child’s developing understanding of the separate
sign systems of punctuation and icons might not travel in tandem. This evidence of
separation between the two sign systems provided some theoretical support for the
statistical evidence that punctuation items should load on the same factor as questions
about concept of words, and icon items should load on the same factor as questions about
story navigation. This resulted in the three-factor model shown below in Figure 6.1. All
items about words, directionality and punctuation were now combined into a single
factor, sign systems, while the navigation factor now contained all items on both gestures
and icon usage. The interactivity factor was unaffected.
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Figure 6.1. Model 4. This figure shows the estimated factor and item relationships for the
three-factor measurement model for sign systems, navigation and interactivity.

All tests of global fit indicated that this three-factor model more accurately
represented the data than the other models (X2=346.383, CFI=.954, RMSEA=.028).
While Chi-square was large (a common result with small sample sizes) it was less than
the other models, and the result was non-significant (p=0.140) Additionally, both CFI and
RMSEA results indicated improved fit, and the model also passed the RMSEA test of
close fit (between 0.000 and .046, p=.979). The correlation between the sign systems and
interactivity factors was 0.927 (SE=0.11), between sign systems and navigation was
0.829 (SE=0.064), and between navigation and interactivity was 0.70 (SE=0.101). While
correlations between the factors were rather high, I lacked theoretical justification for any
further model simplification.
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Assessing global model fit. Based on all obtained statistics and the theoretical
framework to allow their interpretation, Model 4 was retained as the best fitting model.
Table 6.2 that follows provides the global fit statistics for the four models which were
empirically tested.

Table 6.2
Assessment of Model Fit using WLSMV
Model

#
Items

#
Estimated
Parameters

ChiSquare
Value

Model 1: Theorized model

29

Model 2: Unidimensional model

27

76

359.758

Model 3: Five-factor Model
(Words, Directionality, Semiotics,
Navigation, Interactivity)

29

81

Model 4: Three-factor model
(Sign Systems, Navigation,
Interactivity)

27

79

ChiSquare
Scale
Factor

**DID NOT CONVERGE**

ChiChiSquare
Square
pDF
value

CFI

RMSEA
Estimate

-

-

-

-

1.000

322

0.072

.937

.032

673.978

1.000

373

<.0001 .591

.085

346.383

1.000

319

0.140

.028

.954

75

RMSEA RMSEA
RMSEA
Lower
Higher
p-value
CI
CI
-

-

-

.000

.049

.956

.075

.095

<.0001

.000

.046

.979
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Assessing Local Model Fit. While achieving strong global fit demonstrates the
level of accuracy of the model in representing the data, it does not necessarily provide
information regarding the level of usefulness of this representation. This is better done by
examining the factor loadings, item correlations, item thresholds, and model estimated
correlation residuals, as well as item characteristic curves.
Factor loadings and item correlations. The sign systems factor contained 10
items, with standardized loadings ranging from 0.317 to 0.716. The navigation factor
contained 11 items, with standardized loadings ranging from 0.392 to 0.827. The
interactivity factor contained six items, with standardized loadings ranging from 0.350 to
0.634. A complete list of standardized and unstandardized loadings and R2 values, with
standard errors, is shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3
Item factor loadings and R2
Model
Parameter

Unstandardized
Estimate

Standard
Error

Standardized
Estimate

Standard
Error

0.151
0.163
0.154
0.155
0.167
0.171
0.206
0.199
0.224
0.250

0.317
0.368
0.409
0.469
0.550
0.558
0.561
0.635
0.700
0.716

0.129
0.131
0.117
0.107
0.097
0.098
0.117
0.092
0.081
0.085

0.168

0.392

0.131

Sign Systems Factor Loadings
Q6
Q5
Q20
Q35
Q101112
Q34
Q32
Q36P
Q41
Q39

0.334
0.396
0.448
0.530
0.659
0.673
0.677
0.823
0.981
1.026

Navigation Factor Loadings
Q7P

0.425
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Q22P
Q37
Q40
Q4
Q16P
Q14P
Q33P
Q27
Q23
Q19

0.579
0.657
0.708
0.776
0.812
0.846
1.183
1.201
1.328
1.474

0.158
0.176
0.231
0.259
0.116
0.203
0.207
0.501
0.510
0.474

0.501
0.549
0.578
0.613
0.630
0.646
0.764
0.769
0.799
0.820

0.102
0.103
0.126
0.128
0.054
0.091
0.056
0.131
0.111
0.084

0.190
0.175
0.137
0.280
0.245
0.239

0.350
0.353
0.400
0.570
0.606
0.634

0.156
0.144
0.106
0.155
0.124
0.111

Sign Systems Factor
Q6
show me a word in sentence
Q5
show me a letter on icon
Q20
identify a period
Q35
identify quotation mark
Q101112 directionality
Q34
identify exclamation mark
Q32
show me a word on icon
Q36P
recognize audio-text match
Q41
identify question mark
Q39
generate word-text match

0.100
0.136
0.167
0.220
0.303
0.312
0.314
0.404
0.490
0.513

0.082
0.096
0.096
0.100
0.107
0.109
0.131
0.116
0.114
0.122

Navigation Factor
Q7P
identify a specific icon
Q22P
return to a previous page
Q37
activate narration feature
Q40
return to a previous page
Q4
recognize icons as signifiers
Q16P
return to beginning of story
Q14P
advance to the next "page"

0.153
0.251
0.301
0.334
0.376
0.397
0.417

0.102
0.102
0.113
0.145
0.157
0.068
0.117

Interactivity Factor Loadings
Q38
Q42
Q17P
Q29
Q18
Q13P

0.374
0.378
0.436
0.694
0.610
0.821

R2 for item variances
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Q33P
Q27
Q23
Q19

activate narration feature
adjust audio volume
return to beginning of story
advance to the next "page"

Interactivity Factor
Q38
generate animation
Q42
generate text narration
Q17P
generate animation
Q29
predict animation
Q18
generate words in illustration
Q13P
recognize words in illustration

0.583
0.591
0.638
0.685

0.085
0.202
0.177
0.139

0.123
0.125
0.160
0.325
0.367
0.402

0.110
0.101
0.084
0.177
0.150
0.140

Item correlations were also estimated, with the expectation that individual items
should demonstrate higher correlation with like factor items, than with other items which
are attributed to a separate factor. The model estimated polychoric correlations between
items shown below in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4
Estimated Polychoric Item Correlations Matrix
Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7P

Q4
1.000
Q5
.187 1.000
Q6
.161 .639 1.000
Q7P
.240 .119 .103 1.000
Q10112 .279 .203 .558 .178
Q13P
.272 .217 .186 .174
Q14P
.396 .197 .170 .253
Q16P
.386 .192 .165 .247
Q17P
.172 .137 .117 .110
Q18
.260 .207 .178 .166
Q19
.507 .253 .217 .324
Q20
.208 .151 .130 .133
Q22P
.307 .153 .132 .196
Q23
.490 .244 .210 .313
Q27
.471 .235 .202 .301
Q29
.245 .195 .167 .156
Q32
.285 .206 .178 .182
Q33P
.468 .233 .201 .299
Q34
.284 .206 .170 .181
Q35
.238 .173 .148 .152
Q36P
.323 .234 .201 .206
Q37
.336 .168 .144 .215
Q38
.150 .120 .103 .096
Q39
.364 .264 .227 .232
Q40
.354 .176 .152 .226
Q41
.356 .258 .222 .227
Q42
.152 .121 .104 .097

Q101112 Q13P Q14P Q16P Q17P Q18

Q19

Q20

Q22P Q23

1.000
.323 1.000
.294 .287 1.000
.287 .280 .407 1.000
.204 .254 .181 .176 1.000
.309 .384 .274 .267 .242 1.000
.377 .368 .534 .521 .232 .351 1.000
.225 .241 .219 .214 .152 .230 .281 1.000
.228 .223 .324 .316 .140 .212 .415 .170 1.000
.364 .355 .516 .503 .224 .339 .661 .271 .400 1.000
.350 .341 .496 .484 .215 .326 .636 .261 .385 .614
.291 .362 .258 .251 .228 .345 .330 .216 .200 .319
.308 .330 .300 .293 .208 .315 .384 .229 .233 .371
.348 .339 .493 .481 .214 .324 .632 .259 .383 .610
.307 .328 .299 .292 .207 .313 .383 .228 .232 .370
.258 .276 .251 .245 .174 .263 .321 .192 .195 .310
.349 .374 .340 .332 .235 .357 .436 .260 .264 .421
.250 .244 .354 .346 .154 .233 .454 .186 .275 .439
.179 .222 .158 .155 .140 .212 .203 .133 .123 .196
.394 .421 .383 .374 .265 .402 .491 .293 .297 .474
.264 .257 .373 .364 .162 .245 .478 .196 .290 .462
.385 .412 .375 .366 .260 .393 .480 .287 .291 .464
.180 .224 .160 .156 .141 .214 .205 .134 .124 .198
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Q27

Q29

Q32

Q33P Q34

Q35

Q36P Q37

Q38

Q39

Q40

Q41

Q42

Q27 1.000
Q29
.307 1.000
Q32
.357 .296 1.000
Q33P .587 .305 .355 1.000
Q34
.356 .295 .313 .353 1.000
Q35
.298 .248 .363 .297 .262 1.000
Q36P .405 .336 .356 .402 .355 .298 1.000
Q37
.422 .219 .255 .419 .254 .213 .289 1.000
Q38
.189 .200 .182 .187 .181 .152 .206 .135 1.000
Q39
.456 .378 .401 .453 .400 .336 .455 .326 .233 1.000
Q40
.444 .231 .269 .441 .267 .224 .304 .317 .142 .343 1.000
Q41
.446 .300 .393 .443 .391 .328 .445 .319 .227 .502 .335 1.000
Q42
.190 .201 0.18 .189 .183 .154 .208 .136 .124 .235 .143 .229 1.000
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Item Thresholds. Item threshold values provide a measure of how hard it is to
answer an item correctly. More specifically, given a mean of 0, it is the point estimate for
the level of construct knowledge one must possess in order to have a 50% probability of
passing a binary item, or moving up to the next ordinal category of a polytomous item.
Items with positive threshold values will require some amount of construct knowledge
that is above the average of the sample population, while items with negative threshold
values require some amount of construct knowledge that is below the average of the
sample population. Graded response items have multiple threshold values corresponding
to number of prompts needed to answer the item correctly. Combined item Q101112 also
had multiple threshold values to correspond to the possible outcomes. All threshold
values are shown below in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5
Item thresholds
Unstandardized
Model Parameter
Q4 (1 vs 5)
Q5 (1 vs 5)
Q6 (1 vs 5)
Q7P (12 vs 345)
Q7P (123 vs 45)
Q7P (1234 vs 5)
Q101112 (1 vs 35)
Q101112 (13 vs 5)
Q13P (1 vs 5)
Q14P (12 vs 345)
Q14P (123 vs 45)
Q14P (1234 vs 5)
Q16P (1 vs 2345)
Q16P (12 vs 345)

Standardized

Estimate

Standard
Error

Estimate

Standard
Error

-1.209
-0.581
-0.542
-1.751
-1.299
-1.160
-1.418
0.082
-0.568
-1.565
-0.920
-0.776
-1.806
-1.019

0.227
0.137
0.133
0.220
0.182
0.174
0.208
0.143
0.172
0.236
0.192
0.184
0.234
0.177

-0.956
-0.540
-0.514
-1.611
-1.195
-1.068
-1.184
0.068
-0.439
-1.195
-0.703
-0.592
-1.403
-0.792

0.140
0.125
0.125
0.195
0.155
0.147
0.156
0.120
0.123
0.155
0.130
0.126
0.172
0.133
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Q16P (123 vs 45)
Q16P (1234 vs 5)
Q17P (1 vs 2345)
Q17P (12 vs 345)
Q17P (123 vs 45)
Q17P (1234 vs 5)
Q18 (1 vs 5)
Q19 (1 vs 5)
Q20 (1 vs 5)
Q22P (1 vs 2345)
Q22P (12 vs 345)
Q22P (123 vs 45)
Q22P (1234 vs 5)
Q23 (1 vs 5)
Q27 (1 vs 5)
Q29 (1 vs 5)
Q32 (1 vs 5)
Q33P (1 vs 2345)
Q33P (12 vs 345)
Q33P (123 vs 45)
Q33P (1234 vs 5)
Q34 (1 vs 5)
Q35 (1 vs 5)
Q36P (1 vs 2345)
Q36P (12 vs 345)
Q36P (123 vs 45)
Q36P (1234 vs 5)
Q37 (1 vs 5)
Q38 (1 vs 5)
Q39 (1 vs 5)
Q40 (1 vs 5)
Q41 (1 vs 5)
Q42 (1 vs 5)

0.320
2.000
-1.304
-0.589
1.165
1.409
-0.583
-1.901
-0.592
-2.230
-1.493
-1.146
-0.747
-1.589
-2.103
-1.348
-0.652
-2.270
-1.536
-0.757
1.924
-0.441
0.862
-2.086
-1.547
-0.986
-0.600
-0.525
-0.947
-0.629
-1.087
-0.414
-0.721

0.150
0.347
0.175
0.138
0.164
0.182
0.164
0.468
0.140
0.291
0.193
0.172
0.154
0.455
0.564
0.245
0.161
0.324
0.243
0.206
0.270
0.150
0.153
0.282
0.247
0.199
0.175
0.154
0.156
0.194
0.204
0.175
0.143

0.249
2.100
-1.195
-0.540
1.068
1.292
-0.464
-1.067
-0.540
-1.930
-1.292
-0.992
-0.647
-0.955
-1.345
-1.108
-0.540
-1.465
-0.992
-0.489
1.242
-0.366
0.761
-1.611
-1.195
-0.761
-0.464
-0.439
-0.887
-0.439
-0.887
-0.295
-0.674

0.120
0.285
0.155
0.125
0.147
0.162
0.123
0.147
0.125
0.246
0.162
0.142
0.128
0.140
0.167
0.149
0.125
0.178
0.142
0.124
0.158
0.121
0.132
0.195
0.155
0.132
0.123
0.123
0.137
0.123
0.137
0.120
0.129

Item correlation residuals. Next, I examined the correlation residuals matrix to
check for any unexplained differences between the actual and modeled relationships
between the individual items. Across all item correlations, there were three positive
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residuals greater than 0.30 and six negative residuals less than -0.30. Of the positive
residuals, Q6 initially raised concern with a correlation residual of 0.453 with Q5 and of
0.338 with Q101112. Rereading these items, which all dealt with identifying letters and
words via one-to-one correspondence, I considered that this might be explained as a
“testlet effect” wherein these items share a common scenario (“Show me a letter…Show
me a word…Point to each one…”). I then added an error covariance term to control for
this relationship, which improved model fit across all models. Potential reasons for the
third positive residual of 0.38 between Q7P and Q38 were less forthcoming and so model
specifications were not adjusted.
Negative residuals are often interpreted as a sign of undefined
multidimensionality, so the presence of a large number of them could indicate that while
global fit was strong, some underlying relationships were still unaccounted for. This was
consistent with my hypothesis that multiple skills and/or understandings would be at
work with the construct of digital print concepts. Upon examination of affected items, the
largest negative residual of -0.441 was between Q38 and Q41, which was concerning
since these items already loaded on different factors. The other problematic relationships
were Q19 with Q34 (-0.353) and Q42 (-0.336) which loaded on three separate factors and
Q38 with Q22P (-0.360) and Q32 (-0.30), which also loaded on three separate factors.
Only Q20 and Q35 (-0.329) shared a factor, sign systems, but since both questions dealt
specifically with punctuation (a period and quotation marks) the most likely explanation
would be the floor effect of Q35 within the sample population.
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Finally, some very small negative residuals were also present (<0.10) which were
possibly attributable to the small sample size. All other item residuals were within
acceptable range. The full item residuals table is shown in Appendix H.
Item Characteristic Curves. This information provides a graphic representation
of both how difficult an item is to answer correctly, and how well that item discriminates
between individuals with different amounts of construct knowledge. Items with a steep
slope demonstrate better ability to separate individuals of varying abilities than items
with a more gradual slope, while the location of the steepest point of the curve indicates
which individuals are more likely to be able to pass the item. Item characteristic curves
were calculated for all 27 items in Model 3, according to the factor upon which each
loaded. Because I used a z-scale approach to identifying the model with the mean of
Theta equal to zero, each number on the y-axis represents both a one unit increase (or
decrease) in Theta and one standard deviation above (or below) the mean. The item
characteristic curves for all items are shown in Appendix G.
Test Information. In item factor analysis, all test items are individually anchored
on a scale of construct knowledge, similar to the construct maps constructed and
discussed earlier in Chapter 3. By looking at where an item falls on this scale, and then
considering an individual’s level of construct knowledge, referred to as theta, one can
determine whether that person will be more likely to get that answer right or wrong. The
certainty with which this can be determined is referred to in item factor analysis as test
information. As stated above, using the z-scale approach to identifying the model with
the mean of Theta equal to zero allows each number on the y-axis to represent both a one
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unit increase (or decrease) in Theta and one standard deviation above (or below) the
mean.
Test Reliability. In confirmatory factor analysis, a single test statistic for the
entire instrument, Omega, can be calculated to provide a measure of reliability. In item
factor analysis however, reliability estimates vary across items and across factors,
dependent upon each specific item’s location on the continuum of construct knowledge,
and are computed as: Reliability = Information/Information +1. This translates to a test
information level of 3 providing a reliability estimate of .70, and an information level of
4 providing a reliability estimate of .80. The following three figures, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4
show the respective levels of test information, within six standard deviations of the
sample population’s performance. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 also graphically depict the theta
levels at which the DPC instrument achieved at least one of these reliability thresholds
for two of the three identified factors, sign systems and navigation. The third factor
shown in Figure 6.4, interactivity, failed to demonstrate a reasonable level of reliability at
any point along the construct continuum.

Figure 6.2. Test information for navigation factor. This figure shows the range of construct ability for which reliability for this
factor is greater than or equal to .70 and 0.80, respectively.
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Figure 6.3. Test information for sign systems factor. This figure shows the range of construct ability for which reliability for
this factor is greater than or equal to .70.
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Figure 6.4. Total Test Information for Interactivity. This figure illustrates information for theta levels within six standard
deviations of the sample population mean.
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Interrater Reliability. A random sample of 10 DPC administrations conducted
by each researcher during the formal study were video recorded and later re-scored by the
other person. The two sets of scores for each assessment were then used to obtain a
measure of interrater reliability. Using a Pearson’s r correlation, the interrater reliability
co-efficient was .96.
Administration Fidelity. While a measure of fidelity is not commonly reported
in educational studies using quantitative assessment with larger samples, the use of the
dynamic assessment design in a new instrument introduced the opportunity for more
variability in the testing process. For this reason, a fidelity check was included at the start
of each day, wherein the other researcher observed the assessment session while
recording any departures from the scripted protocol. Any noted differences were then
discussed and resolved before continuing assessments. These differences were minor,
typically initiated when the child went off-task and had to be re-directed, or the
researcher repeated a question when it appeared the child was inattentive. The exception
was Q13P, which became a binary item based on the difficulty across researchers in
determining how many prompts it required for some participants to master the item. This
discrepancy was accounted for by transcribing all participant comments during
assessment and then scoring as pass/fail without regard to number of prompts given.
Dynamic Assessment Results
The DPC instrument contained 12 dynamic assessment items wherein a
participant providing an incorrect response was immediately provided a small amount of
guidance by the researcher and then asked to re-attempt the item. Participants who
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continued to provide an incorrect response were given additional prompts which became
increasingly explicit, moving from leading questions to physical demonstrations as
described earlier in Chapter 4. Items still not mastered after three prompts were marked
as incorrect. Later during the same assessment, participants answered a follow-up item
which addressed the same concept but contained no prompts. The purpose of this item
was to measure whether participants who had received some number of prompts from the
researcher were able to maintain the learning after a short while and master the follow-up
item.
Parallel Items. The use of two different items to measure the impact of the
dynamic instruction required an assumption of parallelism, which was initially supported
by face validity of the items’ content but not by empirical evidence. Such a condition
implied that participants who answered the first item correctly without the use of prompts
would be able to answer the second item correctly as well, therefore data on performance
across the item pairs was used to empirically test the assumption of parallelism. As Table
6.6 below shows, this condition was met in 93% of all instances. The items q23, q25,
q27, q28, q42 and their respective follow-up items met this condition across all instances,
however seven other item pairs demonstrated violation of assumption.

Table 6.6
Comparison of prompts to mastery on dynamic items
First
Dynamic
Item
Follow-Up
Item
q1p-q24
q2p-q25
q3p-q27
q7p-q28
q8p-q26
q14p-q19
q16p-q23
q17p-q42
q22p-q40
q29p-q38
q33p-q37
q36p-q39
Total
Instances

Correct with No
Prompts

Correct with One
Prompt

Correct at Two
Prompts

Correct at Three
Prompts

Incorrect at Three
Prompts

Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct
1
0
0
0
2
5
0
0
13
15
2
18
56
7%

105
82
44
96
105
76
2
11
70
82
10
58
741
93%

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
2
0
17
5
29
17%

2
9
13
3
5
2
41
4
9
0
48
6
142
83%

0
0
1
0
0
4
7
15
2
0
7
4
40
23%

0
0
10
7
0
10
36
48
5
0
10
8
134
77%

0
0
9
0
0
5
3
5
2
0
5
6
35
24%

4
21
35
6
0
8
12
15
6
0
5
1
113
76%

0
0
0
0
0
0
7
7
2
6
6
4
32
59%

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
6
1
9
2
2
22
41%

92
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Performance on Follow-Up Items. Table 6.6 above also shows the aggregate
performance of participants who received some level of guidance from the researcher on
dynamic items, on both the initial and follow-up items. Participants who achieved
mastery of the first item with the help of a single prompt passed the follow-up item 83%
of the time, while participants who required two or three prompts to master the first item
passed the follow-up item in 77% and 76% of the cases, respectively. Participants who
received all three prompts on the first item but still failed to master it, were only able to
pass the follow-up item independently in 41% of the cases.
Concepts About Print (CAP) Scores.
During the data collection phase of this study, the participating school district
changed its testing materials and scoring procedures for the Concepts About Print
assessment. I did not foresee this change, which made it difficult, and potentially
inappropriate, to directly compare students who were assessed under the different
procedures. The original CAP assessment was conducted in one sitting within the context
of a single book reading, while the later assessment was designed as a checklist that could
be completed as time permitted across an entire nine-week quarter, whenever the teacher
observed a student demonstrating a particular skill. The original CAP assessment had a
total possible score of 13, while the new CAP assessment had a total possible score of 12.
The original CAP assessment asked the teacher turn to a certain page and ask the child to
“show me a question mark (or period, or exclamation mark),” while the new assessment
required the student to look at a variety of punctuation marks, preferably on flash cards,
and correctly name them. Two items which were on the old assessment, but not the new
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one, were “show me the title page” and “what kind of letter is used at the beginning of a
sentence?” Two items, among others, which were on the new assessment but not the old
one were, “show me the first letter of a word, show me the last letter of a word,” and
“show me the first word in a sentence. Show me the last word in a sentence.”
Additionally, data provided by classroom teachers indicated that 92% of all
participants had already earned a perfect score on the assessment at the time of this study,
providing little additional information about the participants that could be used to draw
conclusions between them.
Technology Use in the Home Questionnaire. A completed technology survey was
returned by 94% of the participants’ families. Four of the six questionnaires that were not
returned had been sent home to families for whom English was not the primary language,
which may have prohibited them from completing the form. Based on this self-report
measure, laptops (70%) game systems (68%) and smartphones (54%) were the most
commonly available technologies in the homes. All of the participants in this study were
allowed by their families to use at least one of the listed devices, with game systems such
as Wii and Nintendo DS (65%) and laptops (52%) being the most common. An iPad like
the one used in this study was reported to be in 29% of homes although only 17% of
these were reported to contain literacy games or digital stories. Table 6.7 below shows the
percentages for device ownership and usages by type. Some of the reported game systems
were Wii, Nintendo DS and Playstation 3, while some of the reported tablets were
Kindle, Nook, LeapPad and Nexus.
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Table 6.7
Family self-report of device usage in the home (n=106)
Used in
the home

Used by
the child

Owned
by the
child

Contains literacy
activities

iPad

29%

23%

4%

17%

Tablet, other

36%

31%

11%

25%

iPhone

34%

25%

2%

15%

smartphone

54%

44%

6%

23%

desktop

46%

35%

3%

25%

laptop

70%

52%

7%

35%

mp3 player

34%

19%

8%

4%

game system

68%

65%

34%

29%

Device

Time spent using one or more of these devices varied widely from less than 30
minutes per day a few times a week to as much as four hours daily.
50
40
30
20
10
0
<1 hour

<2 hours

<3 hours

<4 hours

Time spent per day
Figure 6.6. Family report of participant’s daily device usage (n=105).
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CHAPTER 7
INTERPRETATION, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Primary Research Question
The primary purpose of this dissertation was to determine the ways in which the
reading literature’s description of print concepts may need to be updated to reflect the
rising use of mobile digital devices for reading children’s picture books. My suggestion
that we re-conceptualize our definition of print concepts to include skills unique to the
digital realm was supported by the results of the exploratory study which showed that
reading a digital story app was more complex than reading a paper book, and that
furthermore the conventions for doing so successfully were more variable than those for
reading on paper. Examples of these differences were found in how the book was handled
and specific story pages accessed, the sensory channels through which the story narrative
and illustrations were obtained, and the semiotic implications of an additional sign
system of icons.
Merging the existing research literature with the findings of this exploratory
study, I formed the hypothesis that a child’s knowledge of digital print concepts is
responsible for their ability to accurately interact with five dimensions of print concepts:
the concept of words, reading directionality, semiotics, interactivity and device
navigation. These relationships were represented by a structural model with the
overarching construct of digital print concepts acting as a higher order factor determining
performance on the five separate factors.
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The intent was to test the dimensionality of this theoretical model by examining
how closely this model’s estimation of data collected and allocated according to the
underlying measurement model would fit. It was also a requirement that the results
contain sufficient convergence within each factor and sufficient divergence between the
factors to demonstrate construct validity.
For use as a measurement tool, Clay’s Concepts of Print assessment was
applicable to some of the digital reading task but not all, and so I designed the Digital
Print Concepts (DPC) instrument to contain items for assessment in each of the five
dimensions. Analysis of the data collected from a sample of 112 kindergarten students
showed that the originally hypothesized theoretical model did not accurately reflect the
construct of interest. Because the model did not converge, I chose to test the overarching
assumption of dimensionality by removing the five distinct factors and loading all items
on the same general factor. As the results in Chapter 6 showed, the global fit for this
model was actually quite good, but there remained some unexplained relationships
between some of the variables, and furthermore the exploratory study had indicated that
traversing a digital story required a number of different understandings. On theoretical
grounds, I was not yet ready to accept without further investigation that items assessing a
child’s ability to adjust the volume on a device, for example, were tapping into the same
construct that accounted for that child’s ability to sweep to the next line after reaching the
end of a sentence.
I chose instead to simplify the model in the opposite direction by removing the
higher order factor accounting for all factor relationships, and instead allowed the five
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first-order factors to freely correlate. I did not truly believe that this configuration would
best represent the data but it allowed for better examination of the multidimensionality
that I suspected. By simplifying the model to a single-order factor structure and
examining item performance across both alternative models, I was also able to identify
several “bad” items and remove them from the analysis. Even following these
improvements global model fit for a five factor model was still very poor and clearly did
not provide an accurate representation of the relationships between the different construct
understandings captured in the DPC assessment.
Upon closer looks at each of the relationships between and within each of the five
factors, I observed that the concept of words and directionality factors had a correlation
of 1, indicating that the items loading on these factors were actually assessing a single
construct, rather than two separate ones. I also observed that neither the items related to
punctuation or to icon loaded well on the semiotics factor— that in fact, these two types
of items were in several instances negatively correlated with each other. This indicated
that my theorized semiotics factor composed of all non-alphabetic signifiers employed on
the page was not empirically defensible. Instead, I dissolved this artificial factor and
loaded the items about punctuation onto the same factor as items about words, since both
those sign systems are present together in paper books, as discussed earlier (Chapter 2). I
then grouped the items about icons under the navigation factor, which was supported by
evidence in the residuals that these were already more strongly correlated with other
items under that factor than the model had accounted for. It was also defensible on
theoretical grounds since the icons in a digital story are often employed a means of
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navigation. These changes, first suggested by statistical evidence and then defended by
sufficient theoretical justification for making such revisions, produced a representation of
the data as three separate, but strongly related, dimensions of sign systems, interactivity,
and navigation. The global fit statistics for this model estimation were stronger than those
of the unidimensional model, which I interpreted as evidence that digital print concepts is
a multidimensional construct, and further research is warranted to more fully explore the
nature of these multiple dimensions.
At this point in the model evaluation process I recognized that performance on all
of the items on the DPC written to parallel Clay’s CAP assessment were now determined
by the single factor of sign systems. Meanwhile, performance on all of the items written
to cover aspects identified as novel to digital stories were now being determined by the
navigation and interactivity factors. When these findings are considered against the
existing discussion of print concepts in the literature, it becomes clear that
reconceptualizing our use of the term “print concepts” is wholly appropriate and arguably
past due, as more and more emergent readers experience reading in the form of digital
stories on mobile devices.
A Question Regarding Sign Systems. Given that words, punctuation and icons
appear together onscreen as abstract signifiers for three different sign systems, the
loading of word and punctuation items on one factor and icon items on another was an
interesting outcome which I believe merits further research. Theoretically, a strong
understanding of the semiotics of reading a digital text should translate to a high level of
digital print concepts knowledge. It raises the question then of whether it is advantageous
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for a child’s understanding of two sign systems to come from construct knowledge in one
dimension and understanding of the third system to come from another. Does this
separation of knowledge represent the intentional, efficient schema of an emergent reader
with high digital print concepts knowledge, or it is a manifestation of the reader’s lack of
experience with and understanding of either the paper or digital reading experience that
prohibits understanding of the different signs as one semiotic system? One way this
question might be answered with future research would be to contrast participants’ theta
levels for items on words and punctuation against their theta levels for items relating to
icon usage, and whether there existed statistically significant differences between them.
A family questionnaire looking specifically at type and amount of exposure to paper book
reading and to digital story app use by the child could also be developed to accompany
this analysis.
Usefulness of the DPC Instrument. As an assessment tool, the DPC
instrument demonstrated good reliability for identifying emergent readers who hold lessthan-average knowledge about navigation and sign systems, but demonstrated less
reliable results for knowledge levels of interactivity. This does not mean that those items
did not contribute to the overall construct validity of the assessment. Rather, I would
argue that sufficient breadth of coverage must be present for construct validity to be
strong, and those items covered areas not addressed elsewhere in the DPC. However,
these items failed to consistently discriminate between higher and lower knowledge
holders, and would benefit from revision and refinement in a future version of the DPC.
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The item characteristic curves for some of the dynamic assessment items
indicated that for scoring purposes, interval scoring was no more effective at
discriminating between participants that dichotomous scoring. One example of this
situation is shown below in Figure 7.1, which contains the item characteristic curves for
q14p. The response curves for scoring a 1 (incorrect) and scoring a 5 (correct without
prompts) intersect at a theta level of approximately -1.3, without the benefit of the
interval categories helping to discriminate between participants.

Figure 7.1. Item characteristic curves for q14p, “Can you show me how to get to the next
page?”
However, some graduated prompts items performed better at distinguishing
between participants who needed more or fewer prompts, such as q16p in Figure 7.2
below. While differences in probability of mastery after three prompts versus failure after
three prompts were not captured, the item was able to discriminate between the
probability of requiring two prompts, one prompt or no prompt. This item was also one of
the few that provided information about participants who held above average theta for the
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navigation construct.

Figure 7.2. Item characteristic curves for q16p.
In considering information revealed by the item characteristic curves for the
dynamic assessment items overall, it appears that the distinction between more than two
probabilities among participants was better determined at the higher end of the
continuum. In other words, for the purpose of ordering emergent readers according to
their level of construct knowledge, it was more useful to know whether the reader used
prompts to reach mastery or not, rather than to focus on how many prompts it took to get
there. This suggests that the kinds of assistance given may have been less important for
moving from one response curve to the other than the simple act of receiving instruction
at all. It may have been more about whether the concept to be acquired was within that
particular child’s zone of proximal development than about which type of help was more
useful—a general hint, using the content-specific vocabulary, or the physical
demonstrations. Certainly, this is an area that merits further study.
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Secondary Research Question 1
An additional question which I raised at the beginning of this study was, “Which
of the identified digital print concepts appear to be more readily acquired by emergent
readers?” An examination of the reported item thresholds on the DPC provides one
means of answering this question. Items with low threshold values require less theta, or
construct knowledge, than items with high threshold values. Therefore, an ordering of
items according to their thresholds is equivalent to a spectrum of likelihood that a child
with a particular level of digital print concepts knowledge could get any particular item
right. Table 7.1 shows the standardized threshold values for all items sorted by factor and
ordered from easiest to most difficult, along with a short description of the task each
measured. The threshold shown for dynamic items is the level at which the child would
be more likely to master the item without prompting, or how the item would have been
scored had it been a traditional, static item.
Table 7.1
Standardized item thresholds, ordered by easiest to most difficult
Dimension

Navigation

Item

Standardized
Threshold

Q27

-1.345

adjust audio volume

Q7p

-1.068

identify a specific icon

Q19

-1.067

advance to the next "page"

Q4

-0.956

recognize icons as signifiers

Q23

-0.955

return to beginning of the story

Q40

-0.887

return to a previous page

Q22p

-0.647

return to a previous page

Item Content
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Sign
Systems

Interactivity

Q14p

-0.592

advance to the next "page"

Q37

-0.439

activate narration feature

Q33p

1.242

activate narration feature

Q16p

2.100

return to beginning of the story

Q11

-1.184

return "sweep" while reading

Q5

-0.540

show me a letter on icon

Q20

-0.540

identify a period

Q32

-0.540

show me a word on icon

Q6

-0.514

show me a word in sentence

Q36p

-0.464

recognize audio-text match

Q39

-0.439

generate word-text match

Q34

-0.366

identify exclamation mark

Q41

-0.295

identify question mark

Q12

0.068

one-to-one correspondence

Q35

0.761

identify quotation mark

Q29

-1.108

predict animation

Q38

-0.887

generate animation

Q42

-0.674

generate text narration

Q18

-0.464

generate naming in illustration

Q13p

-0.439

recognize naming in
illustration

Q17p

1.292

generate animation

Based on the table data, even a low level of digital print concepts knowledge
would allow a child more than a 50% chance of remembering how to adjust the volume
once they had been shown (q27) or predicting that the animations would spring to life
(q29). Conversely, activating narration features and figuring out how to return to the
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beginning of a brand-new story (q16p) required a higher level of overall construct
knowledge. In all instances of dynamic assessment, correctly answering the follow-up
item proved to be easier than correctly answering the initial item without the benefit of
prompts. I viewed this as further evidence that the dynamic items were working as
intended, since by the time the participant answered the follow-up question, he or she had
already had the benefit of previous mastery, instruction or both.
However, all this information regarding an item being considered “easy” or
“difficult” must be considered with caution given that participants in this study
represented only a certain portion of the emergent literacy continuum. Any item on the
DPC could be seen as easy or hard, depending on how much knowledge the child brought
to the task and the purpose of ordering the thresholds was strictly to consider which of the
assessed concepts in each of the three domains were likely to be acquired first. Further
research using the DPC instrument with pre-kindergarten students and first grade students
could provide more insight into whether acquiring these various concepts consistently
follows any certain acquisition pattern.
The role of prior knowledge. Returning to Sweller’s theory of cognitive load
discussed in Chapter 1, it remains a question regarding how much the role of prior
knowledge may have played in participants’ performance on the DPC. Particularly in
light of the multidimensionality both identified and as yet unidentified as a result of this
research study. Clearly, the effect of dynamic instruction was an example of prior
knowledge brought to bear on follow-up items, but it is much harder to say what effect
previous use of digital stories or devices prior to the DPC assessment may have had.
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Results of the Technology Use in the Home questionnaire indicated that although all
participants had some level of technology exposure in the home, and about half were
reported to have had access to tablet computers, only 17% of participants had access to an
iPad2 containing a literacy activity such as digital stories. Most of the participants’
technology exposure came from game consoles such as the Wii and PlayStation and from
laptop computing. Thus, for the majority of the emergent readers in this study, in addition
to the tasks and questions posed on the DPC, novelty was present across one or more of
these variables: type of mobile device for testing, purpose for using technology, and story
reading format. Using the information from these questionnaires, it might be useful to
conduct future research comparing DPC scores between participant groups on different
technology usage variables. For example, it may be that emergent readers who spent
more time using laptops with literacy activities performed better on items for sign
systems than those who primarily used game consoles, but that game console users were
more comfortable with icon usage and device navigation.
Secondary Research Question 2
Another secondary question which I raised was, “How might these digital print
concepts correlate with a child’s acquisition of paper print concepts?” The original
intention had been to examine the pairwise correlations between items on the DPC and
identical items on the school district’s CAP assessment. This analysis was thwarted by
two issues, however. One was the near-perfect CAP scores reported for a large
percentage of participants by the time this study was undertaken, and the other was the
school district’s change in assessment materials during the data collection stage.
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My key interest in this secondary question however, was really one of skill
transfer. I hypothesized that two of the factors of digital print concepts that might directly
transfer across print and digital reading environments were directionality and concept of
words. Because of the visual consistency in those two concepts across reading platforms,
I thought it plausible that a child who had a strong understanding of these pieces in one
context might transfer this knowledge to the other context. Such information could be
highly beneficial for helping emergent readers who carry more knowledge in one reading
context to make connections and develop new understandings in the other context. There
is as of yet, no published research on whether or how exposure to paper, digital or both
contexts might influence such transfer, so it was unfortunate that a within-child
performance comparison between paper and digital in this study was ultimately not
possible.
The DPC did, however, include questions on the concept of words which occurred
across two different contexts, which I thought could provide some information about skill
transfer within the concept of words. Items q5 and q6 asked the child to look at the main
screen of the iPad and identify an icon that contained “just one letter” and then, “just one
word.” This was a decontextualized task that required the child to discriminate between
11 icons, as shown in the screen shots in Appendix B. Examination of the raw numbers
provided in table 6.6 show that on these tasks, 71% of participants correctly identified the
icon with a single letter and 70% correctly found the icon with a single word. Later in the
DPC, items q31 and q32 contained contextualized tasks that asked the child to look at the
text on a page of the story that had been previously read aloud, and to use thick cards to
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cover all but “just one letter” and then, “just one word.” On these tasks, 92% of
participants correctly showed one letter and 71% correctly showed one word. This
aggregate performance suggests that letter recognition develops before word recognition,
which is consistent with the developmental continuum described from Clay’s earlier
research.
What I find more interesting however, and directly relevant to the question of
transfer, is the greatly improved performance on letter recognition within the
contextualized task over the decontextualized task. Not only was finding a letter inside of
a word in a sentence a more contextualized venture, the use of the thick cards mimicked
the first version of the school district assessment task. So, when the task looked more like
one they were familiar with, children scored better. When alphabet letters appeared in the
center of a digital icon on a device most families had reported was not used at home,
children were less likely to succeed at the task. Such results provide a warning that
making an assumption of easy skill transfer simply because a print concept appears
across both paper and digital formats would be a highly inadvisable thing to practitioners
or researchers to do.
Secondary Research Question 3
The final secondary question which I raised was, “In what ways might the use of
quick, direct instruction during the assessment process raise student performance on
digital print tasks performed a short time later?” Within the original DPC instrument, 12
items were written as dynamic assessment and contained prompts from the researcher to
guide the participant to mastery.
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An analysis of the aggregate data in Table 6.6 discussed earlier shows that
participants receiving one researcher prompt to help master a dynamic item were able to
master the follow-up item without help in 83% of cases. If we accept that the two given
items were very similar in content (parallelism), this evidence suggests that the presence
of the dynamic instruction played a role in the child’s move from an independently
incorrect response to an independently correct one. Researcher prompting appears to have
also been helpful when two or three prompts were needed, although the percentage of
later correct responses fell to 76-77%. One reason for this drop may be that the child’s
need for extra prompts indicated a more tenuous understanding on his or her part, making
it somewhat more difficult to properly store and recall the learning a short time later.
In cases where all three prompts were used and the participant still failed to
master the dynamic item, mastery of the follow up item occurred only 41% of the time.
Still, given a 100% failure rate on the first item, one might have reasonably expected a
higher failure rate than 59% on the later item unless something else, such as the effect of
dynamic instruction, were at play. A failure rate on later items that increased as the need
for prompts on earlier items increased makes sense in light of Vygotsky’s theory of the
zone of proximal development. In those cases, the child’s understanding of the concept
appears to have been so low as to require multiple efforts at scaffolding, even to the point
of physically copying the researcher in re-attempting the task. Based on the results of this
study, it is not unreasonable to argue that the researcher’s scaffolding around that task
played a role in the child later demonstrating that knowledge independently, even when
the effects of that scaffolding were not immediately seen.
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Implications for Practice
The empirical information on digital print concepts gained from conducting
this item factor analysis, even in these early stages, contributes greatly to the reading
research literature. The differences in absolute fit indices between the unidimensional
model and the three factor model for digital print concepts demonstrate the need for
researchers and practitioners to consider multiple factors at play as emergent readers
attempt to make sense of digital story reading. While the three factor model of sign
systems, navigation and interactivity provides a good representation of the various
schema that emergent readers bring into play as they look at digital stories, it may be that
the effects of classroom instruction and individual practice would result in an
increasingly unidimensional representation. Further research in this area with a wider
developmental range possibly including a longitudinal analysis as construct knowledge is
acquired, would be useful in helping to develop an even more accurate representation of
digital print concepts.
There are two important implications that can be immediately drawn from
these findings regarding multidimensionality. One is that primary grade teachers must
begin to be aware of possible deficiencies in their existing curriculums for teaching print
concepts that fail to address the additional complexities and affordances that are present
in digital story apps. As school districts consider the pros and cons of investing in digital
curriculums, the need for students to be proficient in navigating texts in digital formats
will become more urgent.
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The second implication is that emergent readers with exposure to digital
texts outside of school may be bringing prior knowledge about digital print concepts to
school that remains unacknowledged, and thereby unleveraged, by classroom teachers.
This is of particular interest when we consider that mobile device usage continues to
increase across all income levels. Low-income students who may have fewer paper books
in the home may instead have had opportunities to learn about digital print concepts,
particularly issues of navigation and icon symbolism. Future literacy research into
whether this is occurring, and if so, how this knowledge might be leveraged to help
students make meaningful connections to paper print concepts early in their school
experiences may be worth exploring.
As an assessment tool, the DPC instrument demonstrated acceptable
reliability for emergent readers who hold less-than-average digital print concepts
knowledge, making it most useful for identifying those students with large gaps in their
understanding of how digital story apps work. Research with a wider range of ages and
reading abilities across a longer period of time could help to explore this possibility
further. Likewise, the potential integration of all three sign systems of words, punctuation
and icons, as readers become more adept at finding their way through digital stories, is
another area worth exploring in more detail.
The improved participant performance after receiving dynamic instruction
also contributes new information to the research literature on developmentally
appropriate instruction and assessment for emergent readers. Kindergartners in this study
demonstrated the capacity for acquiring and applying new digital print concepts
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knowledge within a very short period of time, suggesting that targeted instruction in the
classroom could rapidly and effectively help students to crack the code of digital picture
book reading. Further research on whether this information could be retained by the
young learner after a period of latency would provide more information on how best to
integrate and cement this print concepts learning.
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APPENDIX A
List of Digital Story Applications
Title

Application Developer

MeMe Tales Books

Memetales

Oliver is Shy (sample)

Megenius! Kids' Books

Dusty D. Doug Has Feelings Too

Current USA

Sesame Street ebooks for iPad

Sesame Street eBooks

Tickle Finger in the Jungle HD

Outfit7

Cooper's Big Bear Hug

Hallmark Gift Books

The Fox & The Crow

Tab Tale Books

The Flying Butterfly

Little Big Genius Books

Wild Fables: The Ant and the
Chrysalis

Razeware, LLC

Elephant's Bath HD

Gideros Mobile

Hello Teddy (Volume 1)

Hongen.com

Beanbag Kids Present
Little Red Riding Hood

Mundomono

Miss Spider's Tea Party

Callaway Digital Arts

The Grumble Noise

Erik X. Raj

StoryChimes' The Three Little Pigs

Siena Entertainment,
LLC

Dylan Monkey & Squishy Face:
Is This a Good Idea, Mommy?

Pham Kids, LLC

Plug & the Paddywacks

HeyPlug.com
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Decide Your Own Adventures:
Tales of Captain Bloodlust

Webtopia

Open, Wide, Snap

Kid-e Story Books

My First Numbers-Animal Farm
Tale

TabTale LTD
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APPENDIX B
Screen shots of Sea Otter text
Ipad Home Screen

Title Plage

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

Page 4
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APPENDIX C
Screen shots of Moo, Baa, La, La, La! text
Ipad Home Screen

Page 3

Page 1

Page 7

Page 2

Animation when horse is touched
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APPENDIX D

Digital Print Concepts (DPC) Assessment
Assessment Booklet for Book 1, Sea Otters and Book 2, Moo, Baa, La, La, La
Say, “We are going to use this ipad to look at a story, but I want you to help
me.”
Child does it
automatically

FRONT OF IPAD
1.

Child does it
eventually

Child needs a
prompt

Say: “Show me the front of the ipad.”

Prompt #1: Which side should we look at?
Prompt #2:
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. This is the front.
Now you try it. (redo item)

Still incorrect

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child does it Child does it Child needs a
ACTIVATION
automatically
eventually
prompt
2. Say: "Show me how to turn on the screen and
get ready to use it.” If the child only turns on the
screen say, “Now what?"
Prompt #1: What do you see that you could try?
Prompt #2: How have you seen this work on
something before?
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. I press this button and the
screen comes on, and then I swipe this arrow. Now
you try it. (redo item after screen goes dark again)

Still incorrect

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
VOLUME
3. Say: "Show me how to turn up the sound
in case we need it."
Prompt #1: What do you see that you could try?
Prompt #2: Sometimes there is a button you can use
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. This way makes it
quieter
and this way makes it louder. Now you try it. (redo
item, making sure volume is not already on the
highest level)
ICON RECOGNITION
4. Say: "What are those boxes on the screen
for?”
Prompt #1: Those boxes are called icons. What do

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child needs a
prompt

Still
incorrect
Write child’s response
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you think they might be for?
Prompt #2: Try touching one (close the program)
Ask again, What do you think those icons might be
for?
Prompt #3: Touch another one (close the
program) Ask again, What do you think those icons
are for?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IDENTIFY A LETTER

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Incorrect

5. Say: "Which icon shows a picture of just one
letter?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IDENTIFY A WORD

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Incorrect

6. Say: "Which icon shows a picture of just one
word?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child does
Child does it
it
Child needs a
ICON MATCHING
automatically
eventually
prompt
7. Say: "The story I want to read to you is called
Sea Otters, which about an animal that swims in
the water. Can you press the icon you think will
open our story?"
Prompt #1: What do you see that you could try?
Prompt #2: Which icon has a picture of the story we
want to read?
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. I pick this icon because
Still incorrect
I see an animal swimming on it. Now you press it.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ORIENTATION

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child needs a
prompt

8. Take the device back to tap on the “Read it Myself”
option and then pretend to check something. Hand it
back upside down and note if child orients it
correctly
Prompt #1: Which way should the words be?
Prompt #2: The screen is upside down. Can you fix it?
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. I turn the screen around
like this. Now you try it. (redo item after handing the
ipad back upside down.)

Still incorrect

PRINT, NOT PICTURE
Points to text

Points to illustration

9. Say: "I'd like to read some of this story to you.
Can you use this pointer to show me where I
should start reading?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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DIRECTIONALITY

Moves from
left to right

Notes

10. Say: "Now as I read this page, you help me by
using the pointer to show me what to read.”
11. Mark the box if the child also sweeps to
beginning of next line
CONCEPT OF WORDS

Exact
match

Matched at least
the first line

Did not
match

12. How well did the child's finger pointing
match up with your oral reading of the page?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
VOCABULARY POP-UP

Write child's response

Child needs a
prompt

13. After reading the first page, appear to
accidently touch the lighthouse at the top. Say,
“Why do you think the narrator just said
lighthouse?”
Prompt #1: Touch the same part of the picture
that I did. Why do you think the narrator just said
lighthouse?”
Prompt #2: If I want to know what something is
called, I can touch it and the narrator will tell me
the word for it. What do you think the narrator
will say when I touch this part again?”
Prompt #3: This is a picture of a lighthouse. If I
still incorrect
touch it again, what do you think the narrator will
say?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PAGE ADVANCE

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child needs
a prompt

14. Say: “Can you show me how to get to the
next page."
Prompt #1: Can you think of a way you have seen
this work before?
Prompt #2: Touch the screen and then move your
finger the way you want the page to turn.
Still
Prompt #3: Here, watch me do it. Now you try it.
incorrect
(return to Page 1 and redo item)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Page 2
Page 3
Other
PRINT, NOT PICTURE
15. Where did the child stop, Page 2 or Page 3?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"BACK" ICON
16. Point to the “arrow” icon at the bottom left
of the screen and say "Tell me what you think

Write child's response

Child needs a
prompt
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this for."
Prompt #1: Try it and tell me what happens. Then
say, “I am going to press this icon of a house.
What happens?”
Prompt #2: Press the icon. Now press this icon of a
house. Where did pressing that icon take us?
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. I see it takes me back
to the beginning of the story! What will happen if
you press that icon?

Still
incorrect

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
WORD NARRATION

Write child's response

Child needs a
prompt

17. Begin to read the page, then stop and say:
“What I can do if I don’t know what that word
is?” (point to the word)
Prompt #1: What else could you could try?
Prompt #2: Touch the word I am asking about. So,
what I can do if I don’t know what that word is?
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. “What I can do if I
still incorrect
don’t know what that word is?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write child's response
VOCABULARY POP-UP
18. Point to an object in the illustration and
say: “What can do if I don’t know what this is
called?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PAGE ADVANCE

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child needs a
prompt

19. Say: “Now you show me how to get to the
next page."
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PUNCTUATION: PERIOD
20. Point to the period and say, "What's this
for?"

Write child's response

PUNCTUATION: COMMA

Write child's response

21. Point to the comma and say, "What's this
for?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PREVIOUS PAGE
22. Say: "Show me how to go back to the page I
read before this one."

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child needs
a prompt
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Prompt #1: Think about how we have been turning
pages so far.
Prompt #2: Touch the screen and then move your
finger the way you want the page to turn. That’s
called swiping.
Prompt #3: Here, watch me do it. Now, you try it.
(return to Page 4 and redo item)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
START THE BOOK OVER

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child cannot
do it

23. Say: "Show me what to press to go back to
the beginning of the story.”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Say: “Now let’s look at a different book!”
TRANSITION TO BOOK 2, Moo Baa La La La!
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Digital Print Concepts (DPC) Assessment
Administration Instructions for Book 2, Moo, Baa, La, La, La!
Take back the ipad and say to the child, “We are going to use this ipad to look at
a one more story, and I still want you to help me.”
FRONT OF IPAD

Does it
automatically

Does it
eventually

Cannot do it

24. Say: “Show me the front of the ipad.”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ACTIVATION

Does it
automatically

Does it
eventually

Does it
automatically

Does it
eventually

Cannot do it
25. Say: "Show me how to turn on the screen
and get ready to use it.” If the child turns on the
screen but does not yet swipe to unlock it, say,
“Now what?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ORIENTATION

Cannot do it

26. Say: "Show me which way to hold this so I
will be able to read a story."
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
VOLUME

Does it
automatically

Does it
eventually

Cannot do it

27. Say: "Show me how to turn up the sound in
case we need it."
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ICON RECOGNITION

Does it
automatically

Does it
eventually

Cannot do it

28. Say: "How can I find a story to read about a
cow?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TITLE PAGE
Say: This book is called Moo, Baa, La, La, La! And I am going to choose the option that says I
want to read it myself.” Then swipe the cover of the book to open it.
Read Page 1 to the child
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PAGE 1
ANIMATION

Write child's response

29. Say, “Before we touch anything, I want you
to make a guess. What do you think will
happen if you touch that cow?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The cow
The cow makes
Words
moves
PICTURE ANIMATIONS
sounds (talks,
come out of
(shakes,
moos, etc)
its mouth
etc)
30. Say: “Several things happened when you
touched that cow. Tell me what happened. ”
Say: “Did anything else happen?”
Say: “Did anything else happen?”
Say: “Did anything else happen?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PAGE 2
CONCEPT OF A LETTER

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child
cannot do

31. Say: “This page says "A sheep says BAA." I
can use these blocks to hide and show letters
and words, like this. Now, I want you to push
the blocks together like this until all you can
see is just one letter."
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CONCEPT OF A WORD

Child does it
automatically

Child does it
eventually

Child cannot
do

32. Say: "Now use the blocks and show me
just one word."
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child needs a
"RE" ICON
Write child's response
prompt
33. Point to the "re" icon. Say: "What do you
think this is for?"
Prompt #1: Try it and tell me what happens.
Prompt #2: Press the icon. Tell me what
happened.
Prompt #3: Here, watch me. Tell me what
happened.

Still
incorrect
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PAGE 3
PUNCTUATION: EXCLAMATION MARK

Write child's response

34. Point to the exclamation mark and say,
"What's this for?"
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PUNCTUATION: QUOTATION MARKS
35. Point to a quotation mark and say, "What's
this for?"

Write child's response

PAGE 4
VOICE-TEXT MATCH

Write child's response

Child needs a
prompt

36. Touch the rhinoceros, then say, "What does
that word say? Why is it there?"
Prompt #1: Touch the same spot, then say, "I
notice the same word comes up every time. Why
are those words there?"
Prompt #2: "When I touch the rhinoceros, I can
see the word for what he says. What does that
word say? Why is it there?"
Prompt #3: The words on the screen are the
same words that the rhinoceros says. What does
that word say? Why it is there?
PAGE 5
WORD NARRATION

Write child's response

37. Say: “What I can do if I want the narrator
to read this page to me?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ANIMATION

Write child's response

38. If necessary, touch the “re” icon for them so
that the text is read by the narrator. Say: “We’ve
already touched the sentence to hear what it
says. Is there anything else we can touch on
this page to learn more about the story?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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VOICE-TEXT MATCH
39. Touch the part of the illustration suggested
by the child, if the child did not touch it
themselves.
Say: “What are those letters for when we
touch the (name of object)?”
PAGE 6
PREVIOUS PAGE

Write child's response

Child
returns to
previous
page

Child moves
forward to
next page

Child cannot
leave this
page

40. Say: "Show me how to go back to the
page we saw before this one."
PAGE 7
PUNCTUATION: QUESTION MARK
Write child's response
41. Point to the question mark and say,
"What's this for?"
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
WORD NARRATION
42. Point to the word quiet. Say: “What I can
do if I don’t know what that word is?”

Write child's response

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Say: “It’s time for us to stop now. Thank you for taking time
to look at these books with me!”
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APPENDIX E
DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO CONTENT WATCHED BY EXPERT PANEL
In all of the video clips presented in this project, I play the role of the assessor and my
daughter plays the role of the child. Throughout all of the videos, only the iPad screen
and the hands of the assessor or the hands of the child are visible. No names are used and
no identifying information about anyone is recorded. A complete transcript of all of the
video segments is below:
Video clip 1 (0:10) My hand holds out an iPad and I say “We’re going to use this iPad to
look at a story and I want you to help me. Show me the front of the iPad.” The child turns
the iPad around to face forward.
Video clip 2 (0:13) I say, “Show me how to turn on the screen and get ready to use it.”
and the child says “I don’t know how.” I say “What do you see that you could try?” The
child says, ”I could press this button” and points at a button. I say, “Okay…all right, now
swipe that arrow”. The child presses the button and swipes the arrow, which turns on the
iPad.
Video clip 3 (0:08) I say “Show me which way to hold this so we can be able to read a
story,” and the child turns the iPad right-side up.
Video clip 4 (0:27) I say “Can you show me how to turn up the sound so we can hear the
story?” and the child says, “I don’t know.” I say, “Well, what do you see that you could
try?” The child says, “I don’t know” and I say “Touch this button right here…there you
go.” I point to the volume button and the child presses it.
Video clip 5 (0:20) I say “Can you point to an icon?” The child says “What’s an icon?” I
say, “Pressing an icon makes something happen. What do you see that might be an icon?”
The child points to an icon on the screen and asks, “That?” I say, “Icons are the little
squares on the screen, so point to an icon.” The child points to an icon.
Video clip 6 (0:11) I say, “Now the story I want to read to you is called Sea Otters, about
an animal that swims in the water. Can you press the icon that you think will open that
story?” The child presses the correct icon.
Video clip 7 (0:24) I point to an icon on the screen and say, “Tell me what you think
that’s for.” The child says, “I don’t know” I say, “Well, try it and tell me what happens.”
The child presses the icon. I say, “It comes up with something that says Return to the
main menu, cancel or okay. I’ll press OKAY. Oh, tell me what happened.” The child
says, “It takes us back to the beginning.” I say, “All right, we’re gonna go back to Read It
Myself, back to where we were.”
Video clip 8 (0:26) I point to an icon on the screen and say, “What do you think that’s for
right there?” The child says, “Going back to the start.” I say, “Going back to the start?
Try it and see.” The child presses the icon. The iPad plays “The sheep says Baa.” I say
“Hmm, tell me what happened.” The child says “It reread it.” I point to the icon again and
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say, “Okay, so what will happen if we press that?“ The child says, “It will say the
sentence again.” I say, “It will say the sentence again, okay.”
Video clip 9 (0:33) the child’s hands are holding the iPad and I say, “I’d like to read
some of this story to you. Can you use your finger to show me where I should start
reading?” The child touches the screen and the words “otter pup” appear. I ask “Oh, why
do think the narrator just said otter pup?” and the child says “I don’t know.” I say, “Well,
touch the same part of the picture again.” The child touches the screen and the iPad says
“otter pup” again. I say, “Why do you think he says otter pup?” The child says “because
he’s telling us something.” I say “Uh huh, if I want to know what something’s called, I
can touch it and the narrator will tell me the word for it.” I point to the same spot on the
screen and say, “So what do you think the narrator will say if I touch right there?” The
child says, “Otter pup?” I touch the picture and the iPad says “otter pup” again.
Video clip 10 (0:14) I point to the words on the screen and move my finger along as I
read them out loud to the child, “A golden brown bed of giant kelp. Now show me how to
get to the next page.” The child says, “I don’t know.” I say, “You could try swiping.” The
child swipes a finger across the screen and the page turns.
Video clip 11 (0:26) I point to the words on the screen and move my finger along as I
read them out loud to the child, “Like a wooly ball, otter pup rests on his mother’s chest.
He is two hours old and…huh…what can I do if I don’t know that word.” I point to the
word “today.” The child says, “Tap it?” I say, “Let’s try it.” The child taps the word with
a finger. The iPad says “today.” I say, “So what do you think that word says?” The child
says, “Today.” I say, “Uh huh, so that did work.”
Video clip 12 (0:07) the child’s hands are holding the iPad and I say, “Show me how to
go back to the page that we read before this one.” The child’s finger swipes the page and
the onscreen page turns backward.
Video clip 13 (0:30) I say, “I’d like to read some of this story to you so can you use your
finger and show me where I should start reading?” The child touches the picture of the
cow and the iPad says “Moo.” I say, “Oh! Well, several things happened when you
touched that cow. Tell me what happened.” The child says, “Words came out.” I say,
“Okay, what else happened?” The child says, “It made a noise.” I say, “All right. Touch
the cow again.” The child’s finger touches the picture of the cow and the iPad says,
“Moo.” I say, “Why are those words there?” The child says, “Because that’s what it’s
saying.” I say, “That’s what he’s saying.”
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APPENDIX F

Technology in the Home Questionnaire
Child’s Name: ________________
___________________

Your Name & relationship to the child :

1. Put an X by any of the following devices that are in your home (even if someone
else is the owner):
______ IPad or android tablet
______ IPhone or smartphone
______ nook or kindle
DS, etc.)
______ laptop computer

______ desktop computer
______ mp3 player
______ game system (Xbox, Wii, Nintendo

2. Which of the devices that you marked is your child allowed to use, at least
sometimes?
______ IPad or android tablet
______ IPhone or smartphone
______ nook or kindle
DS, etc.)
______ laptop computer

______ desktop computer
______ mp3 player
______ game system (Xbox, Wii, Nintendo

3. Which of the devices does your child own for themselves?
______ IPad or android tablet
______ IPhone or smartphone
______ nook or kindle
DS, etc.)
______ laptop computer

______ desktop computer
______ mp3 player
______ game system (Xbox, Wii, Nintendo

4. Do any of these devices have games about letters, words or stories on them for your
child?
______ IPad or android tablet
______ IPhone or smartphone
______ nook or kindle
DS, etc.)
______ laptop computer

______ desktop computer
______ mp3 player
______ game system (Xbox, Wii, Nintendo
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5. How many hours a day would you say your child uses these devices? _________
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APPENDIX G
Item Characteristic Curves
Sign Systems Factor Items
Q5

Q6

144
Q101112

Q20

145
Q32

Q34

146
Q35

Q36P

147
Q39

Q41

148
Navigation Factor Items
Q4

Q7P

149
Q14P

Q16P

150
Q19

Q22P

151
Q23

Q27

152
Q33P

Q37

153
Q40

Interactivity Factor
Q13P

154
Q17P

Q18

155
Q29

Q38

156
Q42

APPENDIX H
Model 3 Item Correlation Residuals Matrix

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7P

Q101112

Q13P

Q14P

Q16P

Q17P

Q18

Q19

Q20

Q22P

Q23

Q4
-.048

Q6

.227

.000

Q7P

.057

-.047

.155

Q10112

.039

.157

.000

.202

Q13P

.147

-.070

-.064

.098

-.221

Q14P

.108

-.002

.129

-.086

-.169

.123

Q16P

-.133

.131

-.098

-.090

-.060

-.027

-.086

Q17P

.287

-.028

-.125

.047

-.011

-.288

.014

-.009

Q18

.009

.030

-.173

.121

.194

-.242

-.054

-.188

.056

Q19

.012

-.008

.201

.004

.158

.095

.034

.052

-.038

-.155

Q20

.113

.016

-.058

-.281

-.170

-.026

-.079

-.035

.032

.073

-.036

Q22P

.077

.030

.000

-.095

-.055

.095

.167

-.043

.064

-.019

.247

.103

Q23

-.055

-.105

-.289

.237

-.057

.144

-.087

.115

.117

-.159

-.052

.050

-.052

Q27

.059

-.226

.083

.075

-.030

.033

-.161

.002

.231

-.209

-.043

-.101

-.107

.031
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Q5

Q29

-.173

-.126

-.234

.155

-.198

-.039

.246

.022

-.109

-.008

-.186

.069

-.265

.020

Q32

-.146

.030

.036

.055

.030

-.049

-.005

.152

-.056

-.286

-.140

.075

-.235

-.139

Q33P

-.014

-.013

.025

-.078

.120

-.040

.029

-.038

.021

.038

.024

.120

.000

-.038

Q34

.170

.076

-.051

-.159

.116

.036

.035

-.169

.142

.016

-.353

-.011

.087

.003

Q35

-.082

.139

.083

.200

.182

.098

-.235

.056

-.100

.002

-.091

-.329

-.285

-.011

Q36P

-.110

-.005

-.199

-.179

-.030

.174

-.034

.143

-.026

.088

-.174

-.031

-.145

-.012

Q37

-.085

-.090

-.161

.078

.090

-.125

.107

-.002

-.076

.221

-.176

-.108

-.174

-.019

Q38

-.227

-.237

-.139

.339

.062

.043

-.125

-.072

-.165

.301

-.203

.035

-.360

-.020

Q39

-.112

.017

.274

-.166

-.040

-.049

-.131

-.058

.033

.108

-.029

.052

-.112

-.137

Q40

.030

.078

.084

-.167

-.170

.240

.189

.097

-.071

-.222

.086

-.029

.004

.014

Q41

-.114

-.102

-.029

-.156

-.198

.004

.012

.123

-.062

-.128

-.012

.120

.068

.025

Q42

-.124

.018

.014

0.07

.007

.053

-.105

-.076

.249

.218

-.336

-.074

-.226

.128
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2

Q27

Q29

Q32

Q33P

Q34

Q35

Q36P

Q37

Q38

Q39

Q40

Q41

Q27
Q29

.031

Q32

-.058

-.011

Q33P

-.079

.107

.155

Q34

-.153

.081

.093

-.065

Q35

-.032

.149

.262

-.199

.249

Q36P

.019

-.127

-.034

-.058

-.037

.000

Q37

.079

.103

.090

-.015

-.011

-.021

.111

Q38

-.163

.205

-.300

-.038

-.051

-.074

.234

.131

Q39

.045

.132

-.056

.035

.090

-.038

.015

-.077

.264

Q40

-.086

-.202

.068

-.240

-.053

.114

.110

-.135

-.263

.003

Q41

.256

-.136

.030

.135

-.108

-.201

-.021

.098

-.411

-.202

-.009

Q42

.046

.169

-.204

-.157

-.108

-.032

-.007

-.155

.228

.178

-.067

-.067

153

